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ABSTRACT

Schauf and Bullock (1979, 1982) demonstrated that solvent substitution with deu

terium oxide (020) significantly affects both sodium channel activation and inactiva

tion kinetics without corresponding changes in gating current or tail current rates.

They concluded, (a) no significant component of gating current derives from the final

channel opening step and, (b) channels must deactivate (during tail currents) by a

different pathway from that used in channel opening. By contrast, Oxford (1981)

found in squid axons that, when a depolarizing pulse is interrupted by a brief return to

holding potential, subsequent reactivation is very rapid and shows almost monoex

ponential kinetics. Increasing the interpulse interval resulted in secondary activation

rate returning towards control, sigmoid kinetics. He concluded that channels open and

close via the same pathway.

I have repeated both sets of observations, confirming the results obtained in both

previous studies, despite the apparently contradictory conclusions reached by these

authors. However, I find that secondary activation f0110\:vine ~. hrief intPrpn1.se interval

is insensitive to D20, although reactivation following longer interpulse intervals returns

towards a D20-sensitivity similar to that of primary activation. I conclude that D20

sensitive primary activation and D20-insensitive tail current deactivation involve

separate pathways. However, D20-insensitive secondary activation involves reversal

of the D20-insensitive deactivation step.
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Strichartz et al. (1978) were the first to investigate the effects of delta-9

tetrahydrocannabinol (THe) on sodium channel conductance mechanisms under

voltage-clamp conditions. The authors reported that THC modified channel conduc

tance by slowing the activation kinetics of INa and suppressing ionic conductance (gNJ

in a voltage-dependent manner. They also noted that channel inactivation processes

were not affected by THC action. The authors concluded that the lengthening of !p

and the shift in the voltage-dependence of peak gNa are both related to the relative

kinetics of sodium activation and inactivation, and since inactivation was unaffected by

THC, alterations of activation alone account fer these observed changes.

I have repeated the above observations, but I can confirm only one of the three

results obtained in the previous studies. I find that THC affects both activation and

inactivation kinetics. However, I find that the normalized F(Vm) curves are almost

identical indicating no significant shift in surface charge following THC treatment.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Activation of sodium conductance

In the early 1950s Hodgkin et al. (1952) and Hodgkin and Huxley (1952b) noted

that the voltage- and time-dependent behavior of the observed sodium (and potassium)

conductance could be effectively simulated using four independent first-order reactions.

The authors measured voltage-clamp currents in squid axon in normal (INa + IK) and

sodium-free (IK) solutions. INa was calculated as the difference between the two con

ditions.

Pharmacological studies confirmed the independence of potassium and sodium

conductances. Tetrodotoxin (ITX) (Narahashi et al., 1964; Moore and Narahashi,

1967) and saxitoxin (STX), paralytic natural toxins, are specific blockers of sodium

channels in nanomolar concentrations. Tetraethylammonium ion (TEA) is a simple

quaternary ammonium compound and was first used experimentally to block potassium

channels by Hagiwara and Saito (1959); and Armstrong and Binstock (1965). The list

of useful blockers for potassium channels includes the inorganic cations Cs" and Ba2+,

and the organic cations 4-aminopyridine (4-AP), TEA, and many related small

molecules with quaternary or protonated nitrogen atoms (Hille, 1984).
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The concept of the ion-selective channel was refined, and through the techniques of

electrophysiological investigation, the characteristic permeability sequences were

established for sodium, potassium and calcium channels. The four first order reactions

initially proposed by Hodgkin and Huxley increasingly came to be regarded as

independent, identical and charged "gates" physically controlling the electrical excita

bility of sodium ion channels. Thus, three separate "m-gates" were hypothesized to

control sodium channel activation, while a single parallel "h-gate" regulated inactiva

tion. Therefore, sodium channel conductance (gNa) was described as, gNa = gNa m3

h, where gNa is a scaling factor which provides appropriate dimensions to the equation.

The molecular events that regulate opening and closing of sodium channels in the

axon membrane are driven by rearrangement of charged gating structures in response

to a change of membrane potential. The charged elements of the channel macro

molecule which are sensitive to voltage and responsible for the control mechanism

underlying channel conductance are also called "gating particles" or the "voltage sen

sor." Since the channel opens after membrane depolarization, the gating event control

ling channel opening must involve movement of positive charge in the outward direc

tion or movement of negative charge in the inward direction (although both conditions

would produce outward directed current). Hodgkin and Huxley (l952d) predicted that

movement of these charged structures within the membrane should produce a small

electric current that would precede the onset of ionic currents. However, in the early

1950's the technical state of voltage clamp recording and analysis of channel macros

copic current did not allow the resolution of the predicted gating current. In the early
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1970's, significant technical development allowed multiple data traces to be digitized

and signal-averaged. This experimental technique substantially improved the signal to

noise ratio of the data, and the small "gating currents" or "asymmetry currents" were

soon detected and measured in skeletal muscle (Schneider and Chandler, 1973) and

squid giant axon (Armstrong and Bezanilla, 1973, 1974; Keynes and Rojas, 1973,

1974; Meves, 1974). Gating current is a nonlinear (asymmetric) component of the

membrane capacitance, and is isolated from the capacity current at depolarized test

potentials (see Methods).

During a step depolarization sodium channel conductance activates rapidly and

decays by closure of the inactivation "h-gate." Hodgkin and Huxley (1952b,c)

modeled the inactivation process as a simple first order and independently voltage

sensitive process occurring in parallel with the more complex activation mechanism.

In the Hodgkin and Huxley analysis, activation is the rapid process that opens sodium

channels during a depolarization. A quick reversal of activation (deactivation)

accounts for the rapid closing of channels ("m-gate" closure) after a brief depolarizing

pulse is terminated and the membrane is repolarized to the holding potential.

The steep voltage dependence of peak sodium conductance (gNa) presumably

arises from a correspondingly steep voltage dependence of activation (Almers, 1978).

Hodgkin and Huxley measured peak gNa during depolarizing voltage steps under vol

tage clamp conditions. The investigators normalized their data to 1.0 at large depolari

zations and plotted the results on a logarithmic scale as a function of the membrane

potential of the test pulse [gNa(VtesJ]. An alternative method of interpreting this data is
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to plot the results as a fraction of the total channel population open at saturating depo

larizing test potentials. Therefore, the data be can be presented as an F(Vm) curve

where V0 represents the depolarizing potential at which 50% of the total channel popu

lation are open. A line drawn through the first 5 data points (near threshold potential

- -50 mV to -70 mY) represents the limiting equivalent voltage sensitivity of - 4 mV

per e-fold increase of gNa for small depolarizations. Limiting slope analysis for total

channel valence is determined at threshold potentials because here there is the greatest

probability that channel opening involves the movement of all three "m-gates.' Hodg

kin and Huxley determined from their "limiting slope" analysis that the total gating

charge necessary (valence) for opening a sodium channel is equivalent to about 6 ele

mentary charges (6e). The results of Hodgkin and Huxley have been carefully

confirmed by other investigators (Oxford, 1981; Stimers et al., 1985). Furthermore,

Almers (1978) suggests that the two (or possibly three) different slopes characterizing

the gNa(VtesJ curve indicate a complex multi-state (and possibly multi-particle) activa

tion mechanism, consistent with the observed sigmoid onset of sodium currents during

depolarizing voltage steps.

Inactivation

In the early 1970s additional electrophysiological evidence shed further light on

the basic Hodgkin and Huxley assumptions describing sodium channel behavior.

Armstrong et al. (1973) demonstrated that the sodium channel inactivation could be
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removed by internal perfusion with the proteolytic enzyme pronase. These experi

ments suggested that the inactivation "h-gate" was a separate distinct physical

mechanism from the sodium channel activation "rn-gate," as Hodgkin and Huxley had

proposed. However, evidence from macroscopic currents (Armstrong and Bezanilla,

1977; Bezanilla and Armstrong, 1977; Meves and Vogel, 1977a,b; Goldman and

Kenyon, 1982), and single channel studies (Aldrich and Stevens, 1984; Cota and

Armstrong, 1989) suggested that inactivation may not be independently voltage sensi

tive, and that it derives its voltage sensitivity from tight coupling to the activation pro

cess. Hille (1984) pointed out that the possibility that inactivation was completely

independent of activation is unsatisfying on a conceptual level because it is hard to

imagine, on a molecular scale, how two separate voltage-dependent processes can

occur completely independently of one another in a single channel. Thus the inactiva

tion "h-gate" proposed by Hodgkin and Huxley was confirmed to involve a separate

gating mechanism from detailed studies of axonal preparations, but these studies could

not confirm its independent voltage sensitivity.

An important physical interpretation of Hodgkin and Huxley's description of the

activation process proposes that the sodium channel becomes conducting only after all

three subunits, "m-gates," have made independent first-order transitions from the rest

ing to the activating (depolarizing favored) position. The channel closes as soon as the

first "m-particle" has reverted to its resting (hyperpolarizing favored) position. Since

the Hodgkin and Huxley model assumes that sodium channel activation derives its vol

tage dependence entirely from the charged "m-gates", all gating current should be due
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to their movement. The Hodgkin and Huxley model predicted that a channel should

close as soon as the first "m-gate" reverted to its resting position, but continue to gen

erate gating current until all three "m-gates" have returned to their closed states.

Therefore, OFF gating current (movement of three "m-gates" to their

hyperpolarizing-favored position) should last approximately three times longer than the

sodium tail current generated by the closure of one "m-gate" during channel deactiva

tion. Armstrong and Bezanilla (1974) and Bezanilla and Armstrong (1975) demon

strated that gating and sodium currents observed during activation were qualitatively

consistent with the Hodgkin and Huxley model: gating charge moved before the first

sodium channels opened. However, upon channel deactivation, the authors docu

mented that the gating currents did not comply with the Hodgkin and Huxley system

of three, identical, independent, "m-gates." INa-deactivation (tail current) during repo

larizing voltage steps was not three-fold faster than OFF gating currents (lgOFF). In

fact the fast component of the sodium channel tail current and IgOFF are characterized

by similar kinetics.

uating current

The delayed increase in sodium conductance after a step depolarization indicates

that the channel molecu'e must undergo a sequence of transitions before it can open.

The portion of the gating current preceding the the onset of sodium current arises from

some or all of these preliminary transitions. Upon repolarization, this sequence of
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transitions presumably is driven backwards. The identical time course of OFF gating

current and ionic tail current suggests that the channel-closing transition is the rate

limiting step for the backward reaction. Early studies suggested that within experi

mental error, gating current transients can be fitted by single exponential functions.

Such a conclusion implied that recording methods were inadequate to reveal the com

plexities expected from the kinetics of sodium conductance changes. As methods have

improved, it has become clear that the time course of gating current transients con

tains important information concerning channel conductance regulation.

It is now apparent that gating current transients have more than one kinetic com

ponent. A very rapid kinetic component followed by a slower phase of the decaying

wave form has been documented from squid giant axons (Bezanilla and Armstrong,

1975; Armstrong and Bezanilla, 1975, 1977) as well as the node of Ranvier (Neumcke

et al., 1976). However, Keynes and Rojas (1974, 1976) and Meves and Vogel (1977a)

reported no evidence of two components of gating current ON transients from squid.

More recent investigation by Armstrong and Gilly (1979), Greeff et al. (1982), Bekk

ers et al. (1984), and Keynes (1986) from squid and Starkus et al. (1981) from crayfish

has revealed three dissimilar kinetic components from ON gating current transients.

The initial, rapid early component largely precedes gNa turn on. A delayed intermedi

ate phase develops as gNa increases, and a slow component continues after gNa is fully

activated. The slower components of gating current were examined in detail

(Armstrong and Gilly, 1979; Gilly et al., 1981) and found to agree reasonably well

with sodium macroscopic currents. The agreement is not particularly surprising, since
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the slower components of gating current have a time course similar to the sodium con

ductance, probably because they reflect transitions closer to the opening of channels.

French and Hom (1983) suggested that the early phase of the gating current provided

information about the early steps in the activation process. With small depolarizations

the initial fast component shows a quick rise and smooth decay, and the slower com

ponents are not prominent. The three distinct kinetic components are especially

apparent at positive (> +20 mV) membrane voltages. The rates of the fast and inter

mediate components are voltage sensitive; both increase as the magnitude of the depo

larizing test pulse is increased from a single holding potential. Voltage sensitivity of

the slower component is not immediately obvious (Starkus et aI., 1981). Noting the

dissimilar properties of the three gating current components, Starkus et al. (1981) con

cluded that they may represent either three independent, non-uniform gating particles,

or alternatively, a single particle moving through a complex state array.

Fractionation of gating current

When ON gating current is altered in magnitude by change of holding potential

(between -120 mV and -80 mY), there is little, if any, change in IgON kinetics. By

contrast, when fast inactivation is induced by short (less than 10 msec) prepulses,

marked changes in IgON kinetics can be observed. The slower (intermediate and

slow) kinetic components of the gating current transient are reduced (Qj, immobilized

components of total gating charge) by prepulse induced fast inactivation (Keynes and
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Rojas, 1976; Keynes, 1983; Greeff et al., 1982; Starkus and Rayner, 1987) or local

anaesthetics (Bekkers et al., 1984). The initial fast component (Qn' nonimmobilized

component of total gating charge) of IgON is reduced (immobilized) with prepulse

durations exceeding 10 msec. Starkus and Rayner (1987) concluded that there are two

separate but interactive charge carriers for each sodium channel: a highly-reactive pri

mary gating current generator (Qn) which is immobilized only by slow inactivation,

and a more slowly reactive secondary generator (Qi) which is immobilized only by fast

inactivation. Furthermore, the authors stated that both gating current charge generators

must be mobilized to permit opening of the sodium channel.

The parallel activation (parallel transfer) model proposed by Keynes (1983)

implies that the sodium channel is controlled by two separate gating systems operating

in parallel, more or less independently. One system would generate the fast Qn and the

other the slow Q, Upon depolarization a channel would be open only if both charges

had been displaced. Conversely, the return of either of the two charges to the resting

state would close the channel. Only the slow Qi system is proposed to undergo a

sequentially coupled process of inactivation taking it out of the activated state. Thus

the parallel charge transfer model (Keynes, 1983) could readily explain the selective

blockage of slow Qi both by prepulse induced fast inactivation and by local anaesthet

ics. Upon repolarization, sodium channels would be closed by the return of the

non-inactivating charges (fast Qn) to their resting position, whatever the state of the Qi

system. In the parallel transfer scheme, the charge displacement of fast Qn is assumed

to be independent of whether the slow Qi charges are fully mobile or are blocked by
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prepulse induced fast inactivation or local anaesthetics. Such an independence would

require that the charge displacements Qn and Qi take place in different parts of the

same protein molecule and are effectively shielded from one another. They would

thus be prevented from interacting electrically.

Single channel investigation

The extracellular patch clamp technique has allowed, for the first time, the

currents in single channels to be observed (Neher and Sakmann, 1976). In this tech

nique a small heat-polished glass pipette is pressed against the cell membrane, form

ing an electrical seal with a resistance of the order of 50 MO (Neher et al., 1978).

The high resistance of this seal ensures that most of the currents originating in a small

patch of membrane flow into the pipette, and from there into current-measurement cir

cuitry. The resistance of the seal is important because it determines the level of

background noise in the recordings.

Neher (1981) observed that tight pipette-membrane seals, with resistances of

10 - 100 GO, can be obtained when precautions are taken to keep the pipette and the

membrane surfaces clean, and when suction is applied to the pipette interior. Patch

clamp electrophysiologists refer to these high resistance seals as "giga-seals" (giga

seal resistance = 1090 ) to distinguish them from the conventional, megaohm seals.
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The high resistance of a "giga-seal" reduces the background noise of the recording by

an order of magnitude (signal/noise ratio is increased as the seal resistance is

increased), and allows a patch of membrane to be voltage clamped without the use of

microelectrodes (Sigworth and Neher, 1980).

Giga-seals are mechanically stable. Following withdrawal from the cell mem

brane a membrane vesicle forms occluding the pipette tip (Hamill and Sakmann, 1981;

Neher, 1981). The vesicle can be partly disrupted without destroying the giga-seal,

leaving a cell-free membrane patch that spans the opening of the pipette tip. This

allows single channel current recordings from isolated membrane patches in defined

media, as well as solution changes during the measurements (Horn and Patlak, 1980;

Hamill and Sakmann, 1981). Alternatively, after giga-seal formation, the membrane

patch can be disrupted keeping the pipette attached to the whole-cell by means of the

giga-seal. This provides a direct low resistance access to the cell interior allowing for

current recording and voltage clamping of the small cell.

Sigworth and Neher (1980) calculated approximately 3-5 channels within their 0.5

Ilm2 patch from cultured rat myotube membrane. Depolarizing steps of 10 mV pro

duced mean sodium channel current of -1.6 pA [pico amp (pA) = 10-12 amps] with an

average life time -0.7 ms, and a single-channel conductance 'Y = 18 pS. The authors

assumed that since sodium channels are identical and function independently, the sum

of many current records from a few channels should show the same properties as the

macroscopic sodium current measured in a conventional voltage-clamp from thousands

of channels.
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An average time-course derived from 300 depolarizations of the membrane patch

shows the typical kinetic behavior with a rapid ('tm -0.8 ms) activation followed by a

slower ('th -2.6 ms) inactivation process. Much of the classical macroscopic voltage

clamp data is being repeated by patch-clamp measurements of microscopic channel

currents in the mouse neuroblastoma cell line, N1E-115 (Quant, 1987), and from

patches of Xenopus laevis oocytes injected with exogenous mRNA coding for rat

brain-IT sodium channels (Noda et al., 1986; Stlihmer et al., 1987; Conti and Stlihmer,

1989). From analysis of microscopic channel kinetics, investigators are uncovering

crucial evidence which may help reveal the gating mechanism controlling sodium

channel conductance.

Molecular structure of sodium channels

Recent structural evidence suggests that the principal protein component of

voltage-sensitive sodium channels is a glycoprotein of 260 kDa (kilo Daltons) which

has a core polypeptide of -210 kDa (Noda et al., 1984). In mammalian neurons, the a

subunit is associated by non-covalent forces with a ~1 glycoprotein subunit of 36 kDa

and by disulfide linkages with a ~2 glycoprotein subunit of 33 kDa (Messner and Cat

terall, 1985). In skeletal muscle, one or two small subunits of approximately 37 kDa

are also associated with the principal sodium channel polypeptide (Kraner et al., 1985),

whereas only a single sodium channel polypeptide of 260 kDa has been observed in

eel electroplax (Noda et al., 1984). Purified polypeptide preparations mediate selective
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ion transport and voltage-dependent gating when incorporated into pure phospholipid

vesicles or planer bilayers (Noda et al., 1984). Complementary DNAs encoding the

amino acid sequence of the sodium channel glycoprotein from electroplax (Noda et al.,

1984) and the (l subunit of the sodium channel from rat brain (Auld et al., 1985), have

been cloned and their sequences determined, revealing the primary structure of the

principal protein component of the sodium channel. Four internally homologous

transmembrane domains of approximately 300 amino acids each are connected by

shorter structures of non-homologous amino acids. Noda et al. (1984) have proposed

that these four homologous domains surround a central aqueous transmembrane pore

which seems to be the ion conducting pathway of the sodium channel. Catterall

(1986) suggested that the four pseudosymmetric domains of this tetrameric molecule

correspond to the three "m-gates" and single "h-gate" of the Hodgkin and Huxley

model. Each of the apparently homologous domains contains - six (51-S6) helical

transmembrane segments, including a potentially alpha-helical (54) segment with a

high concentration of positively charged groups which would serve as a "voltage

sensor" or "gating particle" for the sodium channel (Noda et al., 1984). Greenblatt et

al. (1985), Guy and Seetharamulu (1986) and Catterall (1986) have proposed that these

"54-segments" act as voltage-sensitive channel gates by rotating as "sliding helices"

during the gating process. However, Catterall's (1986) assignment of function to S4

segments based on the Hodgkin and Huxley model (three "m-gates" and one "h

gate' ') is in conflict with the major conclusions reached in recent electrophysiological

studies.
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Kinetic models of the sodium channel

Conti and Stiihmer (1989) analyzed sodium gating current and single channel

kinetics from nerve sodium channels in cell-attached macropatches of Xenopus laevis

oocytes injected with exogenous mRNA coding for rat-brain-II sodium channels. The

authors suggest that sodium channel activation might be controlled by three indepen

dent, parallel and uniform (2.03e) gating particles. This mechanism is consistent with

the assumption made by Conti (1986) that sodium channel activation is controlled by

three independent voltage-gated transitions which all involve the same gating charge.

This also fits the voltage dependence of sodium activation which implies a simple

Hodgkin and Huxley type activation scheme in which the opening of a sodium channel

is preceded by three independent first order reactions each producing the same

transmembrane charge movement. This conclusion, however, is incompatible with the

observation that the time course of INa-deactivation is identical to IgOFF (Armstrong

and Bezanilla, 1974; Bezanilla and Armstrong, 1975).

However, the conclusion proposed by Conti and Stl1hmer (1989) is inconsistent

with data from studies in crayfish giant axon. Rayner and Starkus (1989) observed

from gating current data that gating charge measured at a single test potential from

successive changes of holding potential [QON(Vh)] produced a symmetrical equilibrium

distribution of gating charge with a single slope of -1.8e. Using another experimental

protocol, where the membrane is held at strongly negative holding potentials (-140 mV

and -120 mY), the distribution of gating charge as a function of depolarizing test
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potential [QoN(Vm)] shows a single slope of -1.8e. Rayner and Starkus (1989) con

cluded that the sodium channel gating mechanism does not involve loading of gating

charge within intermediate pre-open states at equilibrium (this will be considered

further in the Discussion). Therefore, it is possible that channel activation is controlled

by either of two mechanisms, a) three parallel and uniform gating particles as was sug

gested by Conti and Stiihmer (1989), or b) only one major gating particle with a

valence of 1.8e and two other gating particles with lower valences.

Ruben et al. (1990) analyzed channel activation mechanisms from ionic current

data by measuring the fraction [F(Vm)] of channels open at peak conductance at

different test potentials. Their data confirms that a >4e high limiting slope appears (at

test potentials within 35 mV of the apparent threshold potential) in experiments where

less negative holding potentials are used (Keynes and Rojas, 1974, 1976; Almers,

1978; Stimers et al., 1985). However, from holding potentials more negative than -100

mY, the high limiting slope disappears, and channel voltage sensitivity [F(Vm)-curve]

shows a single valence of - 2.0e at all test potentials. Thus, the gating current data of

Rayner and Starkus (1989) and ionic current data of Ruben et al. (1990) strongly sug

gest that the mechanism controlling sodium activation is a multistate system of three

independent and parallel gating particles with unequal valences.

Parallel cyclic models vs linear sequential models

Experimental evidence has refuted Hodgkin and Huxley's first order and sequen

tial model of three parallel and identical gating particles. However, recent
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investigation has provided considerable insight into other possible models. The main

function of kinetic modeling is to suggest experimental designs which will allow inves

tigators to eliminate some types of models, and eventually gain a clearer understanding

of the gating mechanism. Models describing sodium channel activation fall within

three general classes, (a) parallel and identical particle models, (b) parallel and

nonidentical particle models, and (c) sequential linear models.

Channels pass through more than one closed state in going from the resting to the

open state. In the process underlying the gating of sodium channels, there are at least

two closed states preceding the opening of sodium channels (Bezanilla and Armstrong,

1977; Armstrong and Gilly, 1979; Armstrong, 1981, Bezanilla et al., 1982). This is

apparent from the "lag" or sigmoidicity in the activation kinetics in response to a

depolarizing voltage step. A similar conclusion can be drawn at the single channel

level by measurement of the latency between the onset of the voltage step and the

opening of the first channel (Horn et al., 1981a; Patlak and Horn, 1982). The histo

gram of latencies to first opening has a simple theoretical interpretation. If it has a

maximum value at the onset of the voltage step, then the resting closed state leads

directly into an open state. However, all published first latency histograms have a

maximum value at a time greater than zero. Additional evidence supporting the pres

ence of multiple closed states is the fact that the onset of ionic current after a voltage

step is largely preceded by gating current (Keynes, 1975; Meves, 1978). Therefore,

opening of channels is a transition subsequent to the movement of gating charge.
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(a) Parallel and identical particle models

The Hodgkin and Huxley model, describing sodium channel activation as having

"m3.. kinetics, can be considered a subunit model. This model suggests that the chan-

nel activation gate is controlled by three independent and identical gating particles, in

which each is assumed to make a voltage-dependent transition from its

hyperpolarized-favored position (closed state) to its depolarized-favored position (open

state). Only after all three gating particles have made transitions to their open position

is the channel macromolecule able to assume its conducting conformation, Although

the Hodgkin and Huxley model describes three parallel gating particles, it can be

presented with the linear Scheme 1:
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3 beta
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2 alpha,,
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The symbols a. (alpha) and ~ (beta) represent the forward and backward rate constants

of the activation system. The inactivation "h-gate" is not represented. The voltage-

dependent transition rate of each gating particle is a function of particle valence

(charge) and the energy barrier it must overcome. At resting potential the value for p

is greater than for a. and the reaction is driven to the left. However, when sufficient

energy is imposed upon the system (as with depolarization) a. becomes larger than rl,
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and the reaction is driven to the right toward the "open" state. The "m3 " full activa-

tion scheme is shown as:

m

m

m3 bela

alpha

~
2 bela

2 alpha

~or :: or ::)

bela

3 alpha

m" ~
m"

"m

(1) (2a) (2b) (2<) (38) (3b) (3<) (4)
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At a hyperpolarized potential, the charged gating particles are in a nonconducting posi-

tion. This is represented as m", Upon depolarization the system goes through two

intermediate states (between the transitions 3a to 2a and then from 2a to a) before all

the gating particles enter the conducting position which is represented as "rn.' How-

ever, the model cannot predict which gating particle moves during each transition step.

Thus the rate constants represent the probability of any of the gating particles moving

from the m" to the m position times the number in the m" position. Thus, a gating

particle in the first intermediate state (C2) may be either m· m" m, m" m m", or m m"

rn" (three conditions), and the second intermediate state (C3) may be either m" m m, m

rn" m, or m m m" (three conditions). Although the model shows eight distinct possibil-

ities for the parallel movement of the gating particles between the closed to open posi-

tions, the identical rate constants for all particles permit the full 8-state model to be

presented as a 4-state sequence.
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(b) Parallel and nonidentical particle models

Like the parallel and independent 4-state Hodgkin and Huxley model (described

above), the parallel nonidentical particle model assumes independent voltage-sensitive

action from three independent gating particles ("m-gates"). However, this model does

not presume identical kinetics. Therefore, the possibilities for the parallel movement

of three gating particles (S4 segments) having dissimilar rate constants must be

represented by a cyclic 8-state model shown below in Scheme 2.

Rayner and Starkus (1989) reported that the sodium channel gating mechanism did not

involve significant loading of gating charge within intermediate pre-open states at

equilibrium. Therefore, at holding potential, the three gating particles are primarily in

the closed (Cj) position. Upon depolarization the three gating particles move into the
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intermediate closed states, C2a, C2b and C2c• At this position within the model anyone

of the gating particles has to undergo two transitions before entering the channel open

(0) state. When the gating particles reach the C3a, C3b and C3c intermediate closed

states, only one transition is necessary before entering the open state. This parallel

cyclical model shows three distinct and parallel paths converging to the channel open

state (C3 to 0 step) and three parallel paths diverging from the open state (0 to C3) .

".. to

(c) Linear sequential models

The linear sequential model proposed by French and Horn (1983) describes the

mechanisms underlying the conformational changes associated with channel gating. A

simple representation of this linear sequential model is shown below in Scheme 3:
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Inactivation is not included. At rest the channels reside in the state C1, and upon depo-

larization the gating particles are driven to the right. The transitions to the C1 and Cz

intermediate states (a. and y, respectively) are rapid by comparison to the final opening

transition (e) to the channel open state. All rate constants are presumed to be voltage

dependent and sequential reaction steps are coupled by electrostatic and/or allosteric
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forces. The lag in channel opening after a depolarizing voltage step is explained by

the time required for gating charge to proceed from the closed (C1) to open (0) state.

French and Hom (1983) suggested that the lag in channel opening depends upon the

holding potential, which determines the distribution of gating charge among preopen

states. The linear sequential model is consistent with data of Armstrong and Gilly

(1979) and Armstrong (1981). Since the final channel opening step (e) is voltage sen

sitive, the kinetics of the slower components of gating current will be associated with

the kinetics of macroscopic ionic current representing the opening of channels. The

relative amplitude of the intermediate component of IgON described by Armstrong and

Gilly (1979) will depend partly on the voltage dependence of the final opening step

(e). French and Hom (1983) point out that in the linear sequential model, channel clo

sure (through deactivation) follows the reverse of the pathway that was taken during

primary activation. Data consistent with that hypothesis had been presented by Oxford

(1981), although contrary data from the lack of effect of DzO on tail currents, (see

Schauf and Bullock, 1982) was ignored by French and Horn (1983).
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Hypothesis

The fundamental purpose of kinetic modeling is to discriminate between various

types of model systems by comparing the behavior of the models to experimental

results. Hopefully, this would eventually lead to a greater understanding of the

processes underlying the sodium channel gating mechanism. My hypothesis is that

linear sequential and parallel cyclical models will behave differently under "appropri

ate challenge." Certain pharmacologic and pulse protocol challenges should unequivo

cally determine a model system which best describes the activation mechanism.

Therefore, as a result of the electrophysiological investigation presented in this thesis

involving the substitution of D20 for H20 and the addition of THC, I conclude that a

parallel cyclical model best describes the mechanism underlying sodium channel

activation.

Aims and approach

Chapter 3: Sodium channel activation mechanisms:

insights from deuterium oxide substitution.

Schauf and Bullock (1979, 1982), using Myxicola giant axons, demonstrated that

solvent substitution with deuterium oxide (020) significantly affects both sodium chan

nel activation and inactivation kinetics without corresponding changes in gating current
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or tail current rates. They concluded, (a) no significant component of gating current

derives from the final channel opening step and, (b) channels must deactivate (during

tail currents) by a different pathway from that used in channel opening. By contrast,

Oxford (1981) found in squid axons that, when a depolarizing pulse is interrupted by a

brief (100 us) return to holding potential, subsequent reactivation (secondary activa

tion) is very rapid and shows almost monoexponential kinetics. Increasing the inter

pulse interval resulted in secondary activation rate returning towards control, sigmoid

(primary activation) kinetics. He concluded that channels open and close (deactivate)

via the same pathway.

I have repeated both sets of observations in crayfish axons, confirming the results

obtained in both previous studies, despite the apparently contradictory conclusions

reached by these authors. I find that secondary activation following a brief interpulse

interval (50 us) is insensitive to D20, although reactivation following longer interpulse

intervals (400 us) returns towards a D20-sensitivity similar to that of primary activa

tion. I conclude that D20-sensitive primary activation and D20-insensitive tail current

deactivation involve separate pathways. However, D20-insensitive secondary activa

tion involves reversal of the D20-insensitive deactivation step.
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Chapter 4: Sodium channel activation mechanisms:

insights from delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol

substitution.

Early electrophysiological investigation on squid giant axons (Brady and Carbone,

1973) and on small non-myelinated c-fibers of the vagus nerve of the rabbit (Byck and

Ritchie, 1973) demonstrated the ability of the natural marijuana constituent, delta-9

tetrahydrocannabinol (THe), to decrease both the action potential amplitude and its

conduction velocity. Strichartz et al. (1978) were the first to investigate the effects of

THC on sodium channel conductance mechanisms under voltage-clamp conditions.

This work was performed on the excitable membrane at the node of Ranvier of myel

inated fibers of the frog sciatic nerve. The authors reported that THC modified channel

conductance by slowing the activation kinetics of INa (lengthening the time-to-peak

current, tp) and suppressing ionic conductance (gNa) in a voltage-dependent manner.

They also noted that channel inactivation processes were not affected by THC action.

The authors concluded that the lengthening of tp and the shift in the voltage

dependence of peak gNa are both related to the relative kinetics of sodium activation

and inactivation, and since inactivation was unaffected by THC, alterations of activa

tion alone account for these observed changes.

I have repeated the above observations in crayfish axons, but I can confirm only

one of the three results obtained in the previous studies. I find that THe affects both

activation and inactivation kinetics. However, I find that the normalized F(Vm) curves
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are almost identical indicating no significant shift in surface charge following THC

treatment. Furthermore, I find that THe selectively alters only the slower components

of ionic and gating current kinetics while sparing the very fast processes. These

results suggest that fast THC-insensitive processes reflect a THC-insensitive gating

mechanism: a "fast m-gate."

The significance of these D20 and THC actions with respect to channel models

will be considered in the Discussion section.
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CHAPTER 2

GENERAL METHODS

Methodology of the technical and experimental procedures of voltage clamp elec-

trophysiology of sodium channels in nerve membrane is extensive. Therefore, I will

discuss only the ideas and theories concerned within the scope of this project. The

topics that will be discussed in the Methods section are:

Biological preparation
(a) crayfish giant axon
(b) isolation of the giant axon

Voltage clamp techniques
(a) voltage clamp circuit
(b) internal perfusion
(c) electrodes
(d) liquid junction potentials

Space clamp artifacts
(a) static
(b) dynamic

(b. I) series resistance
(b.2) invasion artifacts

Techniques for measuring gating currents
(a) subtraction of linear capacity and leakage currents
(b) subtraction of nonlinear leakage current
(c) gating current
(d) crayfish as a premiere preparation

Instrumentation
(a) data recording
(b) temperature regulation

Experimental internal and external solutions

Methods for chapter 3: sodium channel activation mechanism: insights
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from D20 substitution

Methods for chapter 4: Sodium channel activation mechanism: insights
from THe substitution

Biological preparation

(a) The crayfish giant axon

Axial wire voltage clamp experiments for the measurement of sodium channel

ionic (INJ and gating current (Ig) discussed in this dissertation were carried out using

medial giant axons of the crayfish Procambarus clarkii. Voltage clamp techniques for

the crayfish were first designed by Shrager (1974) and further developed by Starkus

and Shrager (1978). The diameter of the crayfish medial giant axon ranges from 200

and 300 11m. This is smaller than giant axons of the squid Loligo pealei which are

typically in the order of 500 and 1000 11m in diameter.

The advantages in utilizing the crayfish giant axon are the following: crayfish are

readily available from fresh water streams in Hawaii on a year round basis, are cheap

to purchase and easy to maintain in circulating fresh water storage tanks at ambient

temperature (20° to 22°C). By contrast squid are only available seasonally, mainte-

nance in captivity is exceedingly difficult, and the giant axon has a viscous axoplasm

which must be squeezed out from the axon with a small rubber roller. However, the

axoplasm of the crayfish giant axon is fluid and can be easily replaced with artificial

salt solutions (see internal solutions in Table 2). I elected to work with the crayfish
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not only because of its large nerve fiber and consistent accessibility in Hawaii but also

because of the fast sodium channel kinetics. The crayfish giant axon has become the

premiere preparation for gating charge measurements. Moreover, Drs. Martin Rayner

and John Starkus have been improving the experimental techniques of this preparation

since 1978.

(b) Isolation of the giant axon

The crayfish was sacrificed, the carapace removed, and the bilateral ventral nerve

cord dissected free and immediately placed in the cooled and temperature controlled

experimental Plexiglas chamber. For the duration of the dissection procedure the axon

was bathed in artificial crayfish extracellular fluid (see Table 2). The connective tissue

sheath was removed from the nerve cord using Dumont #5 fine forceps and Vannas

microdissection scissors under a Wild M5 stereo dissecting microscope. The abdomi

nal ganglia in the recording region were cut free and removed at this time. Using fine

pulled glass needles, the smaller fibers of the nerve bundle were then teased away,

exposing the medial giant axon over a length of -1.5 em.

The isolated fiber was then ready for cannulation with an internal perfusion pipette and

internal electrode assembly.
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Voltage clamp techniques

(a) voltage clamp circuit
(b) internal perfusion
(c) electrodes
(d) liquid junction potentials

The voltage clamp technique measures currents passing through ion channels by

controlling the potential across the membrane. The experimental procedure was first

developed by Marmont (1949) and Cole (1949) and further progress was made by

Hodgkin and Katz (1949) and Hodgkin and Huxley (1952,a,b,c,d). Under voltage

clamp conditions, the membrane potential is "clamped" constant at a chosen level.

Therefore, resulting changes in conductance are observed solely as functions of time.

The effects of voltage on conductance could be characterized at different clamped

potentials.

In a standard voltage clamp experiment the membrane potential is routinely depo-

larized for several milliseconds from a holding potential near the normal cell resting

potential C-100 mV). The total membrane current within the voltage clamp circuit is

the sum of two terms: ionic current (lion) which is charge carried by ions conducting

through the pore and capacity current (symmetric and asymmetric leap) which is the

redistribution of charge within and near the membrane. This can both be ionic and

molecular charge. Molecular charge is associated with protein and phospholipids.
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Detailed discussion of linear (symmetric capacity current) and nonlinear (asymmetric

capacity current or gating current) capacity current is considered later in the Methods

section. The equation describing this process is:

Imem =lion + leap =lext·

During the initial stepwise change in voltage (first 5 to 15 us), which is produced

by the command (test) voltage being applied across the terminals of the voltage-clamp

amplifier (see Fig. 1), lext must change rapidly to charge the membrane capacitor to

reach the new command voltage, thus:

Imem = leap = lext·

A brief capacity current (leap) will flow while the membrane is charging. Afterward

leap will fall to zero as dV/dt approaches zero, and the current flow in the external cir

cuit will be determined solely by the ionic currents across the membrane, thus:

If the direction of lion is inward and lext is in the outward direction (see Fig. 1),

and if the magnitude of lext can be rapidly adjusted so that the potential remains con

stant (dV/dt = 0), then there can be no further capacity current across the membrane.

To maintain the constant potential, it is necessary that the voltage-clamp circuit have a

feedback amplifier with a good high-frequency adjustment capability of passing current

in either direction in the external circuit.
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Under these circumstances, leap will always be zero, while the magnitude of lion will

be equal and opposite polarity to lext:

lion =lext' and lion - lext =O.

If lext is monitored, then lion will always be known. Thus the voltage-clamp circuit

provides a moment-by-moment measure of the ionic currents flowing across the axon

membrane.

(a) Voltage clamp circuit

The voltage clamp circuit used in this study was designed by Lee Chabala

(unpublished), which is a modified version of the standard voltage clamp circuit

described by Moore and Cole (1963).

The internal and external membrane potentials were measured by high input

impedance amplifiers (#1 and #2, Fig. 1) and were fed into the differential amplifier

(#3) to record the transmembrane potential (Vm)' The transmembrane potential was

compared with the command signal at the summing junction of the control amplifier

(#4). When these two signals were unequal, the control amplifier delivered current

into the axon until the membrane potential matched the command signal. To hold the

membrane potential at a constant level this injected current is equal and opposite to the

membrane ionic current. The command signal consisted of an adjustable holding

potential (Vh) and an adjustable step voltage pulse under computer control. Ionic

current, produced by the step wise changes in membrane potential (Vm), was measured
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by the currentometric amplifier (#5) via an external electrode. The current measuring

electrode was flanked on both sides by two driven "virtual ground" guard electrodes

(see Electrodes below).

(b) Internal perfusion

The internal perfusion system was designed for the crayfish preparation by

Shrager (1974). After dissection and isolation of the cleared giant axon, holes were cut

at each end of the fiber for insertion of the voltage clamp electrode assembly into one

end of the fiber and the perfusion pipette into the other. The perfusion pipette ClOD

urn in diameter) was cannulated into the axon next to the esophageal ganglion. The

voltage clamp electrode assembly was cannulated into the axon next to the abdominal

ganglion. Since the axoplasm in the crayfish giant axon is very fluid, it can be readily

replaced with artificial salt solutions (see Solutions in Table 2). This internal perfusate

was held in a 10 cc syringe and delivered inside the axon via a glass pipette and

polyethylene tubing #190. Flow of internal solution to the axon was maintained by a

3-4 em hydrostatic pressure head between the axon and the top of the solution reser

voir. This internal perfusion system provides a simple, fast and effective means of

changing internal solutions in crayfish giant axons.
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(c) Electrodes

Three types of electrodes were used for voltage clamp experiments, (1) internal

electrode assembly, (2) external reference electrode, and (3) external current measuring

electrode and guard electrode assembly (Fig. 1).

The internal clamp electrode was of the "piggyback" type described by Chandler

and Meves (1965). It consisted of a 50 urn (internal diameter) glass capillary used for

measuring internal potential and a 25 urn 95% platinum - 5% iridium wire for inject

ing current. The final diameter of the wire after plating was - 30 urn. The internal

glass capillary contained a floating 18 urn platinum-iridium wire to reduce high fre

quency impedance (Fishman, 1973) and was filled with 200 roM KCI solution (KCI

172 roM, K3 citrate 37 roM to pH 7.5). The proximal end of the glass capillary was

inserted with a Ag-AgCI pellet and connected to a high impedance amplifier (#1, Fig.

1). The internal current-injecting wire was attached to the capillary and insulated with

Insul-X lacquer except for the distal 9 rom portion which was left bare. The bare por

tion of the electrode was carefully cleaned and platinized according to the method

described by Moore and Cole (1963). This wire was briefly electroplated in a plati

num solution (Kolhrausch Solution) to reduce wire resistance.

The external membrane potential was measured by a glass capillary with a tip

diameter of 200 to 400 urn. The capillary was filled with a 2% agar gel of normal Van

Harreveld solution (Van Harreveld, 1936, see Table 2) and was connected to a poten

tiometric amplifier (#2, Fig. 1) via a Ag-AgCI pellet.
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The membrane current was measured using three external current electrodes (Fig.

1). The central electrode (3 mm) was connected to the currentometric amplifier (#5,

Fig. 1) and the remaining two electrodes (3 mm) were directly grounded to serve as

driven "virtual ground" guard electrodes. With this arrangement of external elec

trodes the current flowing through the central electrode becomes perpendicular to the

membrane, eliminating the longitudinal spread of current (see Space clamp artifacts

below).

(d) Liquid junction potentials

In the voltage clamp circuit, the ion solutions of the internal and external elec

trodes produce a potential difference. The magnitude of this potential arises from the

different mobilities of these electrolytes. The internal potential electrode is filled with

an electrolyte solution which K+ is the dominant cation. This electrode is positioned

inside the axon which is normally perfused with K 250, Cs 230 or TMA 230 solutions

(see Table 2). The external potential electrode is filled with an electrolyte solution

which Na+ is the main cation. This electrode is placed near the external surface of the

axon which is normally bathed in external sodium solution (see Table 2). When the

internal and external potential electrodes are brought together during the beginning of

the experiment, a liquid junction potential of - -6 to -8 mV results. Therefore, correc

tion of the junction potential is accomplished by adjustment of the DC offset poten

tiometer. At the conclusion of each experiment another measurement is made for the
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liquid junction potential. After 3 to 6 hours of continuous data recording, the junction

potential routinely drifts approximately 1 to 3 mV and rarely more than 5 mY. There

are two reasons which explain for the observed drift of the liquid junction potentials ,

(1) gradual exchange of electrolytes from the electrode filling solutions, and (2) drift

ing of the operational amplifier hardware.
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Space clamp artifacts

(a) static
(b) dynamic

(b.1) series resistance
(b.2) invasion artifacts

An axial wire voltage clamp system requires the basic assumption that a "space

clamp" (Cole, 1968), or proper membrane potential control is imposed over the entire

region of membrane from which current is collected. Ideally there would be no varia-

tions of membrane potential with distance along the length of the axon within the

measuring region. In practice this condition may be closely approximated (Rojas et

al., 1969). Moreover, the "space clamp" insures that the entire region of membrane

under the current collecting electrode experiences the same potential changes at exactly

the same time, and that this clamped region of membrane is isolated from the

remainder of the cell. Current densities (mA/cm2) are uniform across the entire mem-

brane area under the recording electrode. The important function of the two guard

electrodes is to maintain a uniform potential across the region of membrane from

which current is being recorded by minimizing "edge effects" at the ends of the

current collecting electrode. There are two types of space clamp errors that may exist

and, therefore distort the voltage uniformity across the membrane, (a) "static, and (b)

"dynamic."
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(a) Static space clamp artifacts

"Static" errors occur when the membrane voltage (Vrn) is not uniform along the

clamped region of axon in steady state conditions. Thus there could be regions of the

membrane which are not at the exact command or test potential generated by the

clamp. A test for voltage uniformity along the space clamped region of the axon is to

depolarize the membrane to the equilibrium potential for sodium ion (ENa) and observe

the ionic current. ENa can be calculated from the Nernst equation (Briggs, 1930; Gold

man, 1943; Hodgkin and Katz, 1949; Patlak, 1960; Mullins and Noda, 1963) which is

determined from the ratio of the external and internal sodium ion concentrations

(Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952a; Dodge and Frankenhaeuser, 1959; Moore and Adelman,

1961; Julian et al, 1962).

ENa =RT/FZ In [Na]o / [Na]i

Where:

ENa = sodium equilibrium potential

R =universal gas constant (8.31 joules/mol/? absolute)

F =Faraday constant (96,500 coulombs/mol)

T = temperature in ° absolute

Z =valence of the ion
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[Na]o = concentration of sodium outside the cell

[Na]i =concentration of sodium inside the cell

Where ENa is required in millivolts, assuming the temperature is 9.5°C and converting

to logarithms to the base 10 [In (2.303) =10glO]' the Nernst equation can be simplified

by combining all the constants into a single value:

ENa =56/Z log [Na]o / [Na]i

When the membrane is depolarized to ENa, there should be no noticeable sodium

current if the voltage is uniform across the membrane. The recorded current following

the test voltage step should consist of a small outward gating current followed by a flat

baseline for the duration of the depolarizing pulse. If the voltage is not uniform along

the clamped region of membrane, then an inward sodium current would be observed

where the command (test) potential is more negative than ENa, and/or an outward

sodium current where the command potential is more positive than ENa•
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(b) Dynamic space clamp artifacts

(b.1) Series resistance compensation

(b.2) Invasion artifacts

(b.l) Series resistance compensation

When using voltage clamp procedures on any membrane preparation, it is crucial

to accurately compensate for resistance in series (Rs) with the membrane. Uncompen

sated resistance in series with the voltage clamped membrane will produce a voltage

drop proportional to the current output of the clamp, and therefore the command

potential measured between the voltage following electrodes will not represent the

actual transmembrane potential. Fig. 2 shows the location of anatomical resistors

aligned in series between the extracellular fluid and the axoplasm (intracellular fluid).

The clamp potential is measured between the internal and external potential electrodes.

However, there is an array of fluid, connective tissue and glial structures that partition

the membrane from the clamp potential measuring external electrodes. The contribu

tion to total series resistance by external and internal fluid is negligible. Therefore, the

two major sites of series resistance lie at the Schwann cell clefts and the periaxonal

space (fluid layer between the axon and Schwann cell). Fig. 3 illustrates a simplified

model of a physical system from squid (Stimers et al., 1987). The figure shows a cleft

between two Schwann cells that would contribute to the normal series resistance (Rs) '

The cleft is continuous with the periaxonal space (also known as the F-H space, as
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first noted by Frankenhaeuser and Hodgkin, 1956), which is between the Schwann

cells above and the axon membrane below. The resistance of the F-H space (RpH) is

variable depending upon its volume. R, can be compensated for electronically, and the

patch of membrane directly under the cleft (which has access to the extracellular fluid

via a tortuous route) will be clamped with a square potential that rises with the speed

to the clamp, or the duration of the fast component of the capacity current (this is dis

cussed in further detail below). However, RpH cannot be compensated since this

would result in overcompensation of Rs• The additional contribution to total series

resistance, produced by this high RpH, should slow clamp rise time in membrane areas

not directly beneath Schwann cell clefts. Hence, slowing of clamp speed would result

from these relatively undercompensated membrane regions.

Stimers et al. (1987) showed in squid that hyperosmolar external perfusates (or

hypoosmolar internal perfusates) created outward water movements which altered the

fast kinetic of gating current. They suggested that outward water shifts across the

axolemma increased the volume to the periaxonal space, thus decreasing the total

series resistance and increasing the clamp speed. Adelman et al. (1977) reported that

changes in the periaxonal space volume appear linearly related to inward or outward

water movements, for small osmolar differences. Alicata et al. (1989) suggested that

inward water shifts across the axolemma, generated by a hyperosmolar internal per

fusate should therefore reduce the volume of the periaxonal space and increase Rs•

Alicata et al. (1989) tested their hypothesis and showed that inward water movements,

(a) slowed the clamp rise time, (b) reduced the peak of the linear capacity currents,
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and (c) reduced the peak of the fast component of the gating current. However, the

data showed that fast Ig returned to normal in the presence of the hyperosmolar inter

nal perfusate when clamp speed was also returned to its control rate by increasing

series resistance compensation during hyperosmo1ar perfusion.

Fig. 4 shows that changes in series resistance compensation can have substantial

impact on the early time course of gating current. Trace a (Fig. 4 A) shows the con

trol record obtained with 10 Q.cm2 R, series resistance compensation e90 - 95% of

the estimated R, in this axon). Traces b-f show the gating currents obtained when

compensation for series resistance was readjusted to 9, 8, 7, 5 and 0 Q.cm2, respec

tively. These records demonstrate progressive reduction of the initial fast component

of gating current, as series resistance compensation is reduced. Neither total gating

charge nor the time constants of the slower Ig components were affected by change in

series resistance compensation.

While recording the gating currents shown in Fig. 4 A, Pin control capacity

currents associated with each level of series resistance compensation were separately

recorded. These capacity currents are shown in Fig. 4 B, traces a-f. Peak capacity

current falls as the uncompensated component of series resistance increases, indicating

a reduction in the maximum rate of rise of clamp voltage, while the falling phase

slows significantly. The fast linear capacity currents were integrated (see Fig. 4 C) to

provide a more readily comprehensible measure of clamp rise time. This relationship

remains similar to that noted by Stimers et al. (1987): the greater the uncompensated

fraction of series resistance, the slower the rise time of the clamp (Fig. 4 C).
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Since changes in R, compensation affect clamp rise in the axon, a cause and

effect relationship can be presumed between the clamp rise time changes (indicated in

Fig. 4 C) and the changes in gating current wave form shown in Fig. 4 A. For the

traces obtained with 10 Q.cm2 series resistance compensation (trace a in each figure),

the peak of the gating current occurs well before final voltage is reached and a clear

"fast Ig" component is visible. In contrast, when series resistance compensation is

turned off (trace f) in each figure, the gating current peaks considerably later, closer to

the time at which final potential is reached, and fast Ig cannot be separately identified.

These kinetic shifts did not involve any change in total gating charge, which remained

at 43 nC/cm2 in Fig. 4 A for trace a and 44 nC/cm2 for trace f. Alicata et al. (1989)

concluded that slowing the clamp does not "remove" fast Ig• Fast Ig only becomes

readily apparent in gating current records when the rate of rise of the clamp

approaches the rate of the kinetic event characteristic of this very rapid component.

The nature of the periaxonal space in crayfish axons has been investigated by

Shrager et al. (1983) using a combination of voltage clamp, thin section, and freeze

fracture techniques. At the ultrastructural level, a complex lattice of tubules was found

to cross the inner most glial layers in crayfish axons. No such structure has been

reported for squid, where a narrow periaxonal space opens into clefts between the

Schwann cells at intervals of 5 - 13 um. By contrast, in crayfish, the spacing between

openings of the tubular lattice was only -0.2 urn. Shrager et al. (1983) concluded that

crayfish sodium channels are located in regions with relatively unrestricted access to

bulk extracellular fluid. Thus, effective RFH may well remain small, by comparison
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with total Rs' in crayfish axons under most experimental conditions. I was able to

measure the fast kinetic component of gating current with normal series resistance

compensation (10 OIcm2). However, as noted by Stimers et al. (1987), the volume of

the squid giant axon periaxonal space (F-H space) had to be increased by bathing the

axon in a solution that was 10-20% hyperosmotic with respect to the internal solution

in order to uncover the fast kinetic of Ig•

Series resistance compensation was achieved with an electronic feed back circuit

(Levis, 1979) which summed an appropriate proportion of the injected clamp current

back into the clamp circuit output. In internally perfused crayfish axons routine com

pensation of 10 Q.cm2 removes detectable dependence of INa kinetics on sodium

current magnitude (Fig. 5). Control axon kinetics remain stable whether sodium

current is reduced by changing pore number without altering pore current, as by

changing the holding current or applying low concentrations of TIX (Fig. 5 A), or by

changing pore current without altering pore number, as by changing the extracellular

sodium concentration (Fig. 5 B). By contrast, if membrane potential is intentionally

shifted by as little as 5 mV (Fig. 5 C), and the currents are scaled, a clear kinetic

discrepancy is apparent. Therefore, series resistance errors under these experimental

conditions must be less than 5 mY.
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(b.2) Invasion artifacts

Dynamic errors (space clamp artifacts) in membrane voltage can be also be pro

duced by invasion artifacts. Invasion artifacts in sodium current usually arise from

action potentials originating in membrane regions outside the guard electrodes. The

invading external currents enter the inadequately space clamped region and distort the

voltage uniformity of the membrane. These dynamic errors appear as "notches"

(sharp discontinuities) in the sodium current waveform (see Fig. 6). This is usually

observed near threshold test potentials between -60 and -30 mV. Artifacts are most

readily avoided by maintaining inward sodium current density at approximately -1.0 

1.5 mNcm2, or by perfusing the axon with media which do not support action poten

tials (such as recording outward rather than inward sodium currents). However, it may

be reasonable that the artifact shown in Fig. 6 was produced by improper insulation of

the internal voltage clamp electrode. After the electrode was rebuilt and reinsulated

prevention of external current from entering the space clamped region of the mem

brane appeared adequate, and the invasion artifacts observed in INa records were elim

inated. Space clamp artifacts which are routinely encountered during voltage clamp

experiments are shown in Table 1. The table also includes the magnitude of the vol

tage and current errors in control conditions following appropriate corrections.



TABLE 1

Voltage Errors Associated

with the Voltage Clamp

Voltage Errors Magnitude of Error

Liquid junction potential ± 1 mY

Series resistance < 1 mY

Invasion artifacts < 1 mY

Space clamp errors < 1 mY

45
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Techniques for measuring gating currents

(a) Operational definition of gating current
(b) Subtraction of linear capacity and leakage currents
(c) Subtraction of nonlinear leakage current
(d) Crayfish is a premiere preparation for gating current measurements

(a) Operational definition of gating current

The molecular events that regulate opening and closing of sodium channels in

axon membrane are driven by the rearrangement of charged gating structures in

response to a potential change in the electric field. Movement of these charged com-

ponents generates a detectable "gating current" (Armstrong and Bezanilla, 1973,

1974; Keynes and Rojas, 1973, 1974; Meves, 1974). Gating current is the nonlinear

(asymmetric) component of the membrane capacitance. Therefore, isolation and meas-

urement of gating current involves subtraction of the linear and nonlinear components

of the membrane capacity current. This experimental procedure is described below.
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(b) Subtraction of linear capacity and leakage currents

The total membrane current (ltotal) is equal to the linear capacity current (leap

linear) plus the nonlinear capacity current or gating current (leap nonlinear) plus ionic

current (Iionie) plus leakage current (I1eak) . The expression is given as:

Itota1 = leap (linear) + leap (nonlinear, 19) + lionie + lleak'

Ionic current was eliminated by application of specific channel blockers such as TTX

and STX, or by replacing the permeant monovalent cations with impermeant

tetramethylammonium.

Linear capacity currents were subtracted directly on the Nicolet 1170 signal

averager by utilizing modified versions of the PIn protocols reported by Armstrong and

Bezanilla (1974) and Bezanilla and Armstrong (1977). A schematic representation of

test pulse (P) and control pulse (PIn) protocols is shown below:

OmV
p

V h -120mV

-140mV

-180mV 50ms
Pin
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To isolate and measure the gating currents (leap nonlinear), the linear capacity current

must be subtracted by using the Pin subtraction procedure. During a depolarizing step

change in voltage from the holding potential, referred to as the P pulse, two different

components of capacity currents are generated. One component of capacity current is

a linear function of the size of the voltage step and is therefore referred to as linear

capacity current. The second component is the nonlinear capacity current or gating

current which is generated only when the sodium channels open. To subtract the linear

capacity current and isolate the gating current, Pin pulses are generated in a voltage

range which does not activate channel opening and therefore does not generate gating

current. These Pin pulses are limited to a voltage range -180mv to -140mv and have

been shown to be free of any gating charge (Fig. 7, see also Starkus et al., 1981).

Subtracting the Pin from the P pulses, subtracts the linear capacity current and there

fore isolates the gating current. The total current is now gating current and leakage

current.

When sodium ionic current is blocked with external TTX, and potassium current

is blocked with internal cesium or tetramethylammonium, some small "leakage"

current remains which is apparently not time dependent (Meves and Vogel, 1977a). It

is as if some channels were open at all voltages. This small voltage-dependent "leak

age" current could be expected to obey an equation such as Ileak = gleak (Vm - Eleak)

under most circumstances. Unfortunately, no currents through channels are exactly

"linear" in the sense that the above equation is exactly obeyed. As was discussed

above, the Pin control pulse subtracts the linear capacity and linear leakage current

from the P test pulse. However, some leakage current remains after this subtraction
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procedure. I will refer to this leak as the nonlinear leakage current and is corrected by

a method discussed below.

(c) Subtraction of nonlinear leakage current

The linear subtraction (PIn) method, used for subtraction of linear capacity and

leakage currents, does not remove the nonlinear component of steady state leak. The

magnitude of nonlinear leak becomes greater at depolarized test potentials. Since leak

age current is time invariant, any nonlinearity produces an offset in the baseline to

which gating current decays to. Correction for nonlinear leakage current was made by

defining the steady-state leakage line as zero current in the subtracted data. Therefore,

each gating current was zeroed to a baseline by fitting a straight line through at least

the last 3 - 8 ms of the data trace. Gating current occurs within the first 2 ms of the

data record, and the portion of the record after 2 ms is time-invariant, nonlinear leak.

Gating current from crayfish giant axons

Fig. 8 A compares the capacity current associated with a test depolarization (P) to

o mV with its control-pulse capacity current (PIn) of equal magnitude but generated in

a voltage range more negative than the cell resting potential (-180 mV to -280 mY,

Starkus et al., 1981). Fig. 8 A shows that the two current traces nearly overlie in the

rising phase, but the test current (P) diverges from the control current (PIn) during the

falling phase. Fig. 8 B shows the same P and PIn records at a greater amplifier gain,

but here emphasizing the diverging sections of the falling phase for the two capacity
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current traces. The trace associated with the P test pulse decays more slowly in com

parison to the fast component of the linear capacity current associated with the PIn

control pulse. The fast component of the PIn control capacity current indicates a

clamp settling time of - 25 us leaving a barely discernible residual slow component.

Fig. 8 C shows the nonlinear component of the test (P) capacity current (gating

current) at a higher gain after subtracting the control (PIn) and test (P) currents. In

this study gating currents were measured by signal averaging 16 consecutive depolariz

ing test P pulses at a frequency of 1 Hz followed by 64 (if P/4) consecutive control

PIn pulses, previously calculated to match the divided pulse protocol (PIn, Armstrong

and Bezanilla , 1974).

(d) Crayfish is a premiere preparation for gating current measurements

Although the classical preparation for gating current investigation has been squid

giant axon (Almers, 1978; Armstrong, 1981; Bezanilla, 1982; Keynes, 1986), the

crayfish preparation offers superior resolution of the multiple components associated

with the gating current waveform. Almers (1978) noted that the magnitude of gating

current depends on three factors: (a) the number and valence of gating charges at each

pore, (b) the kinetics of gating charge movement, and (c) the pore density. Starkus et

aI., (1981) reported that the maximum amount of charge movement in crayfish axon is

-2,200 electron charges/urn/. This is slightly greater than the 1,500 to 1,900 reported

for squid axons (Armstrong and Bezanilla, 1974; Keynes and Rojas, 1974; Hille,

1984). Because the QONNm distribution is not significantly steeper for crayfish than
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for squid, indicating a similar charge number per channel, larger total charge move-

ment in crayfish may well be accounted for by a higher sodium pore density. Starkus

et al. (1981) concluded that the larger gating currents arise primarily from approxi-

mately four-fold faster kinetics in crayfish axon than in squid. The gating current sig-

nal in crayfish occurs within a time duration of approximately 2 ms, while in squid the

time window is approximately 8 ms. Therefore, the slightly greater number of gating

charges C2,200 electron charges/llm2) moving in a shorter time duration produces a

larger gating current data trace. Moreover, the crayfish axon can be readily held at

more negative potentials (i.e., -120 mY), and Pin control pulses in the voltage range of

-150 to -200 mV may be imposed without [the dangers of] introducing membrane

breakdown.

Instrumentation

(a) Data recording
(b) Temperature regulation

(a) Data recording

Experiments were carried out under computer control using a programmable pulse

generator with 12 bit resolution, accurate to within ±O.1 mV (Adtech Inc., Honolulu,

HI). Data traces were also digitized with 12 bit resolution using a Nicolet digital

oscilloscope (model 1090A; Nicolet Instrument Corp., Madison, WI) and signal aver-

aged on a Nicolet 1170. Sample intervals of 1 or 2 us/pt were used for these studies.

The signal averaged records (4090 data points per record) were then transferred and
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archived onto a hard disk unit using a Sun 3/60 (Sun Microsystems, EI Segundo, CA)

running the UNIX operating system in a multiuser and multitasking mode. To com

pensate for the lack of real time processing ability on the UNIX system, the

Digital/Analog (D/A) and Analog/Digital (AID) circuits were separate devices external

to the Unix computer system. The Unix computer controlled the initiation of the D/A

and AID devices during data acquisition by a master program. The master program

also controlled data storage and retrieval, and provided data analysis procedures

(including scaling, linear offsets, numerical integration, and operator-controlled digital

filtering).

(b) Temperature regulation

All experiments were run at 9.5°C. A Teflon-coated aluminum block formed part

of the bottom of the Plexiglas chamber, and was clamped to two thermoelectric cool

ing (Peltier) devices (Cambion Corp., #806-1067-01, Cambridge Thermionic Corp.,

Cambridge, Mass.). A thermilinear thermistor (YSI 44202, Yellow Springs Instrument,

Co., Yellow Springs, OH) was placed close to the axon, and an electronic feedback

system held the temperature to within ± O.l°C of the set point.

Experimental solutions and reagents

Dissection of crayfish giant axon were begun in modified Van Harreveld external

solution (MVH, Table 2). The external solutions were adjusted to pH 7.55 and 430 to
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440 mosM. The osmometer (uosmette, Precision Systems, Inc., Natick, MA) deter

mined solution osmolarity from its freezing point depression. The composition of both

external and internal solutions are given in Table 2. Depending on the experimental

protocol, the extracellular sodium concentration was adjusted by the appropriate mix

ing of tetramethylammonium (0 Na MVH) for sodium (210 Na MVH).

Internal perfusion solutions were prepared to be isosmotic with the external solu

tion at 430 to 440 mosM, and the pH adjusted to 7.35. Separate internal perfusates

were prepared with either potassium (250 K), cesium (230 Cs) or TMA (230 TMA) as

the major cation. The use of either TMA or cesium (Cs) in the internal perfusate

reduces leakage current, and prevents potassium currents from contaminating analysis

of sodium channel current kinetics. Therefore, either 230 Cs or 230 TMA was utilized

as the internal perfusate during data recording. The sodium ion concentrations are

noted in the figure legend as ([Na]in II [Na]out).

Tetrodotoxin (TTX), obtained from Calbiochem-Behring Corp. (La Jolla, CA),

was included to the external media at 200 nM for all gating current recordings. In

experiments involving the removal of fast inactivation, chloramine-T (Sigma Chemical

Co., St. Louis, MO) was added to the internal solution and was prepared following the

procedures originally described by Huang et aI. (1987). Optimal results in removing

all fast inactivation were achieved using freshly prepared 10 roM chloramine-T and

lowering the pH of the internal media to 6.50.

Since chloramine-T also blocks the sodium channel (Wang et al., 1985; Huang et aI.,

1987), the internal chloramine-T perfusate was washed out as soon as reduction in

peak current magnitude of INa was noticed.
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In heavy water experiments, internal and/or external solutions were prepared with

99.8% deuterium oxide (Sigma Chemical Co., ST. Louis, MO). Delta-9

tetrahydrocannabinol (THe) was obtained through licensing to Dr. John Starkus, and

the THC solubilizing agent Pluronic F68 (see Methods for Chapter 4 below) was pur

chased from BASF Wyandotte Corp. (Wyandotte, Mich.).
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TABLE 2

External Solutions

Name Na+ K+ Mg++ Ca++ TMA+ cr Hepes pH

roM

NVH* 210 5.4 2.6 13.5 a 247.6 2 7.55

aNa MVHt 0 0 2.6 13.5 210 242.2 2 7.55

210 Na MVH:l: 210 0 2.6 13.5 a 242.2 2 7.55

* (NVH) normal Van Harreveld solution (Van Harreveld, 1936).
t (MVH) modified Van Harreveld solution.
:j: Low external sodium solution achieved by appropriate mixing of 210 Na MVH with
oNaMVH.

Internal Solutions

Name K+ Cs+ Na+ TMA+ p- glutarnate- Hepes pH

roM

250 K 250 0 0 0 60 190 7.35

230 Cs 0 230 a 0 60 170 7.35

230 Na* a 0 230 0 60 170 7.35

230 TMA 0 0 0 230 60 170 7.35

All internal and extenral solutions checked for osmolarity in the range 430-440 mosM.
* Low internal sodium acheived by appropriate mixing of 230 Na and 230 TMA.
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Methods for chapter 3: sodium channel activation mechanisms:

insights from deuterium oxide substitution.

Schauf and Bullock (1979) reported from Myxicola that D20 (at 5 "C)

alters sodium channel kinetics by dramatically slowing the activation and inac

tivation components of INa' However, at higher temperatures of 16 -18°C

sodium channels behaved similarly in H20 and D20 thus eliminating kinetic

sensitivity of the channel to D20 action. The objective of this study was to

confirm in crayfish axons the slowing action of D20 on channel kinetics

observed in Myxicola. Since the freezing point for D20 is - 4.0 °C, ice crystal

formation in the external bathing solution prevented data recording at lower

temperatures. My initial experiments with external D20 were done at 5.0 °C

which produced severe icing along the edges of the experimental chamber.

Therefore, temperature was maintained at 9.5 ± O.I°C for all experiments

described in this study.

Schauf and Bullock (1979, 1980, 1982) and Schauf (1983) exposed both

internal and external membrane surfaces to D20. In this study D20 (M. W. 20)

was perfused either internally or externally. I find that D20 action on sodium

channel kinetics is independent of route of application (see chapter three

Results). When DzO is perfused internally, the membrane remains stable

through two to three hours of recording. However, when D20 is placed only

on the outside of the axon, crayfish axons remain stable for no more than 15 to

20 minutes before a marked increase in the linear leak current is observed.
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Moreover, with external D20 application the membrane becomes increasingly

intolerant of capacity current subtraction protocols (Pin) at hyperpolarized

potentials. In my experiments with external deuterium oxide, D20 was substi

tuted for external H20 and chilled to approximately 8 to 9°C. The volume of

the experimental chamber was then exchanged three times and continuously

perfused. Bath temperature equilibrated to 9.5 °C within one minute.

During the use of either internal or external D20, the following criteria

were therefore established for monitoring membrane integrity: (a) the holding

current should not exceed that required to maintain membrane voltage within

±O.2 mV of the desired holding potential; (b) the peak magnitude of the fast

component of linear capacity current could not fluctuate more than ±10% of

control conditions; (c) the zero time intercepts of the two slower kinetic com

ponents of the capacity current should not increase from control levels; and (d)

leakage current (observed during hyperpolarizing steps) must remain parallel to

the baseline and not exceed by >10 - 20 JlNcm2 the measured leakage current

in control conditions. Pin control capacity currents were separately recorded

throughout the experiment to check for changes in clamp speed and linear leak.

Experiments were terminated when any of the above monitors exceeded cri

terion levels.
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Methods for chapter 4: sodium channel activation mechanisms:

insights from delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol substitution.

Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) is a hydrophobic compound (see Fig.

9 for structure and M.W.), essentially insoluble in aqueous solution. Therefore,

THC was dissolved in the crayfish aqueous solution through the use of the

polyhydroxy solubilizing agent Pluronic F68 according to the procedures origi

nally described by Byck and Ritchie (1973) and Strichartz et al. (1978). A

small volume (100 JlI) of stock THC solution (318 mM THC) in 95% ethanol

was added to 25 mg of dry Pluronic F68 and 1 ml of internal solution. The

solution was gently heated at 50-60°C until the Pluronic F68 dissolved. The

ethanol was evaporated by gentle exposure to nitrogen gas for approximately 30

min. The THC and Pluronic F68 solution was then diluted with 24 ml of

crayfish internal solution at room temperature to yield a final concentration of

1.27 mM. Serial dilutions were then made from this final concentration.

Long exposure times with low concentrations of THC (100 urn) were

required to reach equilibrium block and slowing of INa kinetics. Therefore, I

encorporated the "pulse" method described by Strichartz et al. (1978). The

procedure involved a brief exposure to higher concentrations of THe (635 urn

and 1.27 mM) for -1 to 2 minutes.
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Sodium currents were reduced approximately 50%, slowed - two-fold and

remained at this level for up to 1 - 2 hours after replacement with the Pluronic

F68 control solution.

The criteria for monitoring membrane integrity, as discussed above in the

DzO study, were also used here. All experiments were run at 9.5 ±OJ "C,
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CHAPTER 3

Sodium Channel Activation Mechanisms:

Insights from Deuterium Oxide Substitution

Introduction

The exact relationship between "voltage-sensitive" gating current (Ig)' and the

molecular events constituting the "opening" or "gating" of the sodium channel

remains unclear. Schauf and Bullock, (1979; 1980; 1982) and Schauf and Chuman

(1986), have reported that solvent substitution of 98% deuterium oxide (D20) in Myxi

cola selectively slows macroscopic sodium current kinetics without corresponding

action on gating current. No significant component of ON gating current had a time

course which followed the altered kinetics of the final channel opening step. Schauf

and Bullock (1979) conclude that physiologically detectable gating current must be

generated exclusively within non-conducting, pre-open transitions of the channel rather

than by the movement of the channel "gates" themselves. Furthermore the channel

activation gates must be exposed to a hydrophilic phase and hence affected by D20,

whereas the principle gating current generator appears protected from the effects of

solvent substitution. On the other hand, Schauf and Bullock (1982) also observe that

closure (deactivation) of conducting sodium channels is insensitive to the effects of
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DzO. The rate constants of the fast and slow components of sodium tail current

remain unaltered during solvent substitution. The authors suggest that conducting

sodium channels may deactivate by a route dissimilar from that taken during initial

activation of sodium channels. Schauf (1983) also showed that prepulse-induced

("Cole-Moore-type") shifts in sodium channel activation are not affected by solvent

substitution with DzO.

Structural models describing sodium channel gating have been proposed by Noda

et al. (1984); Guy and Seetharamulu (1986) and Catterall (1986). These models sug

gest that voltage-dependent channel gating results directly from rotation of the highly

charged and highly conserved S4 ex. helix in response to membrane depolarization, such

that a significant component of gating charge would move in the final channel opening

step. The assumptions of these structural models appear in conflict with the experi

mental data presented by Schauf and Bullock (1979).

Oxford (1981) demonstrated that when a maintained depolarizing pulse was inter

rupted by a brief return to holding potential, subsequent reactivation (secondary activa

tion) of the sodium channel proceeded rapidly with almost monoexponential kinetics.

During the brief interpulse interval, channels were apparently captured in a noncon

ducting transition state adjacent to the open state. He concluded that channel deactiva

tion occurs by reversal of the multi-state primary activation path. This evaluation of

channel behavior also seems in conflict with a major conclusion reached by Schauf and

Bullock (1979, 1982) from their DzO studies, namely that activation and deactivation

occur by separate paths.
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I report here the effects of °2° substitution on sodium channel gating current,

ionic current and tail current in the crayfish. My results provide detailed confirmation

for both Schauf and Bullock's findings in Myxicola and Oxford's observations on

secondary activation. However, secondary activation, following brief interpulse inter

vals, is 020-insensitive.

The significance of 0 20 action with respect to channel models will be considered

in the Discussion.
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Results

The initial purpose of this project was to confirm in crayfish axons the observa

tions reviewed by Schauf and Chuman (1986) concerning the effects of D20 on

sodium channel kinetics in Myxicola. I find that solvent substitution with D20

significantly slows sodium channel activation and inactivation kinetics (Fig. 10 A, and

Fig. 12 A, B and C) in crayfish without corresponding changes in tail current kinetics

(Fig. 10 A) or the ON and OFF gating current (Fig. 10 B). Ionic current (Fig. 10 A)

was recorded before (trace a), during (trace b) and after (trace c) washout of internally

perfused D20. It is clearly visible that activation and inactivation kinetics of INa are

slowed by D20 (trace b) in comparison to the records in H20 (traces a and c). The

tail currents (Fig. 10 A) however are indistinguishable and appear insensitive to D20

action. In Fig. 10 B I show records of IgON and IgOFF taken in H20 (trace a) and in

D20 (trace b). No kinetic effects of D20 on Ig are apparent at this level of resolution.

Thus this figure provides a preliminary confirmation of the major findings reported

from Myxicola axons. D20 significantly slows INa activation and inactivation kinetics

without corresponding affect on gating current and ionic tail current (Schauf and Bul

lock, 1979, 1982; Schauf 1983; Schauf and Chuman, 1986).

More careful examination of the effects of D20 on IgON kinetics (Fig. 11) shows

small changes in the initial peak IgON during exposure to D20 as noted by Schauf and

Bullock (1979). Small changes in peak Ig were also detected in our data, although this

is not clearly visible in Fig. 11, A or B, due to the compressed time base. However,
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Alicata et al. (1989) have demonstrated that changes in series resistance (Rs) alter

clamp rise time, thus affecting both capacity current waveform and the fast component

of gating current. I therefore looked for changes in R, during the course of the experi

ment by using the waveform of the separately recorded Pin control capacity currents as

an indicator of changes in clamp rise time. D20 induced a small reduction in peak

capacity current «10%) which corresponds to an increase in R, and a reduction in

clamp speed. In every instance in which reduction of peak Ig was noted, I also noted

a corresponding reduction in peak capacity current. I conclude that changes in peak Ig

result from indirect effects of D20 on R, rather than from direct solvent action on the

gating currents.

Fig. 11 shows that no D20-induced changes are readily apparent in the slower

components of gating current. However, integrations of these gating current records

suggest small (but consistent) rate changes in charge movement between the records in

H20 (traces a) and in D20 (traces b). Gating current was integrated over a 2 ms time

course, and there was essentially no significant change in total charge movement

between H20 and D20 conditions (see Figure legend). The gating currents in Fig. 11,

A and B, were recorded at 0 mV where total charge movement is close to Qmax (see

Fig. 6 of Rayner and Starkus, 1989) and Ig kinetics are still relatively slow.
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These conditions maximize the opportunity for recording small kinetic changes in gat

ing currents. My results confirm the lack of major effect on Ig kinetics noted in Myxi

cola (Schauf and Bullock, 1979, 1980 and 1982) and squid axons (Meves, 1974).

Nevertheless my data suggests that future work may be able to resolve and quantify

small effects of DzO on the kinetics of the slower components of gating current. I

find no differences between the effects of internal (Fig. 11 A) and external (Fig. 11 B)

D20 application on gating current.

In Fig. 12 records of ionic current are shown at voltages of -20 mY (A), 0 mV

(B) and +20 mY (C). Because DzO decreases maximal sodium channel conductance

C20%), currents recorded in the solvent (traces b in each panel) have been scaled to

the peak inward current magnitude of the record taken in H20 (traces a in each panel)

to aid visual comparison of the DzO effects. I have quantified these effects for the

voltage range -40 to +60 mV (see Table 3). The ratio of D20 I HzO was determined

both for time to peak inward current magnitude (tp) and the time to one-half peak

current magnitude (t1h) in a series of six axons. My results show this ratio as 1.31 ±

0.07 and 1.33 ± 0.18 for tp and t1h, respectively. Ionic current was analyzed over an

8 ms time course, and I find that the asymptotic value for steady-state INa is not

changed during exposure to D20. This is not readily apparent in Fig. 12 A where I

show INa traces recorded at -20 mY and plotted on a short time base. However, at the

more positive voltages such as +20 mY (Fig. 12 C) where the kinetics are faster, it

becomes more visible that the asymptotes are analogous in H20 and D20. Thus my

data confirms the major findings reported from Myxicola by Schauf and Bullock
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(1979). D20 significantly slows activation and inactivation kinetics of INa' and this

slowing action is voltage-insensitive (see Table 3).

TABLE 3

Effects of D20 Across Voltage (Vm)

Timeto peak INa Time to 1/2 peak INa Ratio
Vm tp (us) tlh (us) D20 / H2O

. . ... ...
mV H2O D20 H2O D20 tp tlh

-40 902"'(1) 1,232 (1) 328 (1) 528 (1) 1.37 1.60
-20 531 ±36.9 (6) 640 ±17.6 (6) 219 ±20.8 (6) 265 ±13.5 (6) 1.21 1.21
0 391 ±41.1 (4) 550 ±76.8 (4) 156±23.7 (4) 247 ±49.3 (4) 1.41 1.58

20 256 ±4.1 (3) 318 ±10.3 (3) 128 ±O(3) 149 ±4.62 (3) 1.24 1.16
40 208 (1) 278 (1) 106 (1) 128 (1) 1.34 1.21
50 174 ±4.9 228 ±6.1 84 ±1.1 (3) 105 ±14.1 (3) 1.31 1.25
60 174 (1) 226 (1) 90 (1) 114 (1) 1.30 1.27

* Values presented as mean, ± S.D. and (n).

Schauf and Bullock (1982) also reported that the sodium channel tail current was

apparently insensitive to the solvent effects. They noticed that when the tail current

records in H20 and D20 were scaled and superimposed, the fast components were

identical while the slower components showed slight sensitivity or variability in D20.

In Fig. 13, I show tail currents recorded at -80 mv following a test potential to +20

mV for 1 ms (see pulse pattern in Fig. 13 A; I plot only the portion of the current

trace corresponding to the continuous line of this pulse diagram). Both the fast and

slow kinetic components of the decaying tail current are clearly visible in these

records. In Fig. 13 A, I have scaled the D20 record such that the slow components
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overlie; these records superimpose exactly with no detectable kinetic dissimilarity in

their rates. Trace a was recorded in H20 and trace b in D20. I then rescaled the D20

record to match the control peak tail current (see Fig. 13 B). The fast components of

these traces now overlie with no apparent dissimilarities in their rates. However, I also

noticed (as did Schauf and Bullock [1982] from Myxicola) that when the fast com

ponents are scaled as in Fig. 13 B, reduction in the relative intercept of the slow com

ponent (trace b) in D20 is more evident. I found a similar change at all prepulse dura

tions investigated (0.4-6 ms).

Could series resistance errors be obscuring kinetic effects of D20 on tail current

kinetics? If the axon were markedly undercompensated in control conditions, reduc

tion in peak tail current during exposure to D20 could reduce the voltage error and so

lead to an artifactual increase in deactivation kinetics. The artifactual voltage shift

could mask a slowing by D20; this problem would be accentuated if D20 reduced

series resistance. I recognize that D20 reduces the equivalent conductivity of electro

lyte solutions (Swain and Evans, 1966) and thus would be expected to increase Rs'

however, series resistance may be markedly affected by other factors (such as osmotic

changes in Schwarm cells as well as inward versus outward solvent fluxes [see Stimers

et al., 1987; Alicata et aI., 1989]). Thus other, less readily predictable, changes might

override the conductivity effect.

Schauf and Bullock (1982) were careful to recompensate their axons after expo

sure to D20. In my experiments I changed external sodium concentration to maintain

approximate equivalence of peak currents before and after DzO exposure.
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Additionally, I monitored R, changes throughout the course of these experiments,

using peak capacity current as the measured parameter (see Alicata et al., 1989). D20

initially produces a small increase in Rs' but this increase disappears over time, and R,

is typically slightly reduced later in the experiment. Neither the peak magnitudes nor

the kinetics of the tail currents were significantly affected by these small R, changes. I

therefore conclude that tail current kinetics are insensitive to D20.

Armstrong and Bezanilla (1974) and Keynes and Rojas (1976) (squid giant axon)

and Hahin and Goldman (1978) and Bullock and Schauf (1978) (Myxicola) have

observed that a conditioning prepulse alters the time-dependent onset ("Cole-Moore

type" shift) in sodium channel activation after a subsequent membrane depolarization

(see pulse pattern b in Fig. 14, B and C). Schauf (1983) reported that although D20

causes significant slowing of channel activation and inactivation, it was without effect

on prepulse-dependent delays in channel activation visible after conditioning hyperpo

larizing prepulses. Schauf had predicted this result on the premise that since D20 was

unable to alter

gating current, which he presumed to arise from transitions between non-conducting

precursor states, it would also have no affect on "Cole-Moore-type" shifts (which

have also been supposed to arise from changes in relative occupancy of early preopen

states [see Taylor and Bezanilla, 1983]).

Fig. 14 A shows the single pulse control records at 0 mV in H20 and D20. The

D20 record is not scaled demonstrating that D20 decreases maximum sodium conduc

tance by - 20%. In Fig. 14 B I demonstrate the time shift of channel activation
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kinetics, in H20, after a conditioning depolarizing prepulse to -65 mV (trace b) by

comparison with the single pulse record (trace a). Trace b was scaled to match the

peak current of the single pulse record to aid visual comparison of the shift in activa

tion. I evaluated the "Cole-Moore-type" shift by determining the difference in tlh

between single pulse and double pulse records. In H20 (Fig. 14 B) the shift in activa

tion (L\ tYz) is 20 us, I repeated the above protocol in D20 (Fig. 14 C) and found the

magnitude of the "Cole-Moore-type" shift (~tlh) to be 32 us. At a different test

potential of +50 mV the magnitude of the shift (L\ tl/2) in INa was 13.5 us in H20 and

17.0 us in D20. My results for the "Cole-Moore-type" shift experiments are sum

marized in Table 4. I noticed, at the two voltages tested, the magnitude of the

prepulse-dependent shift in activation was -1.4 fold greater in D20 than in H20.

However, when the magnitude of the shift is expressed as the ratio of L\ tlh / tlh

(single-pulse), this ratio is not changed by D20. Thus my data confirms the results

reported from Myxicola by Schauf (1983).
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TABLE 4

Comparison of "Cole-Moore-type" Shifts in
H20 and D20 at 0 and 50 mV

Time (j.Ls) OmV +50mV

H2O D20 H2O D20

t1/z single pulse 174.0 244.0 94.0 123.5

t1h double pulse 154.0 212.0 80.5 106.5

* Ll t!h "C-M shift" 20.0 32.0 13.5 17.0

Ll t1h I (tyz single pulse) 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.14

*/:i. tVz = t1h single pulse - tlh double pulse
data from axon 880928b

If sodium channel activation and inactivation are sequentially coupled processes,

(Bezanilla and Armstrong, 1977; see also review by French and Hom, 1983), then a

specific effect of D20 on inactivation might affect activation only indirectly. Does D20

slow INa activation kinetics after removal of fast inactivation with 10 mM chloramine-

T (ch-T)? In Fig. 15 I show that the slowing effect of D20 on activation kinetics

remains after >90% of fast inactivation was removed with a single treatment of 10 mM

ch-T (trace d). The control record (H20) following ch-T treatment is shown in trace c.

For comparison I also provide records from the same axon before removal of fast inac-

tivation, before (trace a) and during exposure to D20 (trace b).
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In this axon the D20 / H20 ratios (cf Table 3) determined for tp and tIA at 0 mV are

1.41 and 1.36 where fast inactivation is intact and 1.41 and 1.36 after ch-T treatment.

This evidence demonstrates that activation is the primary target site for the observed

D20 action on INa kinetics.

Oxford (1981) showed that when a maintained depolarization was interrupted by

a brief return r 100 us) to holding potential (see Fig. 16 A, pulse pattern insert), reac

tivation turns on rapidly with almost monoexponential kinetics. He referred to this fas

ter activation process as secondary activation. When the interpulse interval was pro

gressively increased, secondary activation increasingly assumed the sigmoidal appear

ance of primary activation. I was interested to see whether primary and secondary

activation were equally sensitive to the slowing effects of D20. In Figures 16 and 17

I show results obtained using this double-pulse protocol. All experiments were per

formed after treatment with 10 roM ch-T. Fig. 16 A shows secondary activation

obtained after an interpulse interval of 50 Ils (trace b). In crayfish axons, as in

Oxford's squid axons, secondary activation turns on very fast without the usual sig

moid kinetics shown in the single pulse record (trace a). However, when interpulse

interval is increased to 400 us (Fig. 16 B, trace b), the reactivation process nearly

overlies the sigmoid primary activation kinetics shown in the single pulse control

record (Fig. 16 B, trace a).
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Fig. 17 A shows INa records obtained from the double pulse protocol (in both

H20 and 020) with a 50 Jls interpulse interval. Secondary activation in H20 and °2°

are indistinguishable, and D20 appears to have no affect on this component of activa

tion. On the other hand, primary activation is markedly slowed by 0 20. After an

interpulse interval of 400 us (Fig. 17 B) the kinetics and 020-sensitivity of secondary

activation return towards those of primary activation. The D20-insensitivity of secon

dary activation after brief (50 us) interpulse intervals will be further considered in the

Discussion section.

In this series of experiments I have been careful to repeat all major observations

with both internal and external D20 perfusion. I have noted no qualitative or quantita

tive differences resulting from method of solvent application other than a marked nega

tive effect on axon survival when °2° is applied externally. The similar effects of

internal and external D20 application may be seen for gating current (compare Figs.

11 A and B), for ionic current activation (compare Figs. 12 and 15) and for tail

currents (compare Figs. 10 A and 13).
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Summary

Schauf and Bullock (1979, 1982), using Myxicola giant axons, demonstrated that

solvent substitution with deuterium oxide (D20) significantly affects both sodium chan

nel activation and inactivation kinetics without corresponding changes in gating current

or tail current rates. They concluded, (a) no significant component of gating current

derives from the final channel opening step and, (b) channels must deactivate (during

tail currents) by a different pathway from that used in channel opening. By contrast,

Oxford (1981) found in squid axons that, when a depolarizing pulse is interrupted by a

brief C100 us) return to holding potential, subsequent reactivation (secondary activa

tion) is very rapid and shows almost monoexponential kinetics. Increasing the inter

pulse interval resulted in secondary activation rate returning towards control, sigmoid

(primary activation) kinetics. He concluded that channels open and close (deactivate)

via the same pathway.

I have repeated both sets of observations in crayfish axons, confirming the results

obtained in both previous studies, despite the apparently contradictory conclusions

reached by these authors. On the other hand, I find that secondary activation following

a brief interpulse interval (50 us) is insensitive to D20, although reactivation following

longer interpulse intervals C400 us) returns towards a D20-sensitivity similar to that

of primary activation.
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I conclude that D20-sensitive primary activation and D20-insensitive tail current deac

tivation involve separate pathways. However, D20-insensitive secondary activation

involves reversal of the D20-insensitive deactivation step.
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CHAPTER 4

Sodium Channel Activation Mechanisms:

Insights from Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol Substitution

Introduction

Kinetic studies

The Hodgkin and Huxley model had assumed (mostly for computational conveni

ence) that inactivation and activation were independent (uncoupled) and parallel gating

systems. This concept suggests that if inactivation were an independent process bear

ing innate voltage-sensitivity, it should develop immediately after the onset of a depo

larizing voltage step.

Hodgkin and Huxley (1952b) showed that upon depolarization, the time course of

inactivation develops exponentially without an apparent initial delay. However, Gold

man and Schauf (1972) (Myxicola) and Bezanilla and Armstrong (1977) reported that

the time course of inactivation was sigmoid having a pronounced initial delay. There

fore, the question whether inactivation is best described with an exponential or a
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sigmoid time course is related to the question of whether activation and inactivation

are independent/uncoupled (as proposed by Hodgkin and Huxley) or dependent/coupled

systems.

If inactivation is an independent and parallel voltage-sensitive process distinct

from activation, then inactivation should develop immediately following a depolarizing

voltage step. Using a single pulse experiment Bezanilla and Armstrong (1977) com

pared control INa (where both activation and inactivation components were intact) with

records after inactivation was destroyed by treatment with the proteolytic enzyme

pronase. Treatment with pronase also destroys some channels in the process of remov

ing inactivation, therefore these records would have to be scaled appropriately to the

control records. Scaling the pronase-treated record was determined by a scaling factor

required to match the amplitude of the gating current after enzyme exposure to the gat

ing current in control. After proper scaling the two data traces were subtracted pro

ducing the time course of inactivation. Using this procedure the investigators found

that the time course of inactivation was sigmoid and the onset of inactivation was

delayed by several hundred microseconds.

In an additional experiment, Bezanilla and Armstrong (1977) showed that with a

conditioning double pulse procedure, the onset of inactivation developed after a notice

able delay. Moreover, the rate of inactivation was sigmoid and proportional to the

time course of INa' These experiments involved a conditioning depolarization prepulse

at three potentials for varying durations followed immediately with a test pulse. At

very short conditioning pulse durations «0.2 ms) the test pulse current magnitude
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remained unchanged showing that inactivation was not evident. However, when the

conditioning pulse duration was increased, the population of activatable sodium chan

nels in the test pulse decreased resulting in a decrease of the peak current amplitude.

Therefore, the peak amplitude of the test current is related to the fraction of channels

that were activatable at the end of the conditioning prepulse. An imaginary curve

(envelope) through the current peaks gave an accurate estimation of the rate of inac

tivation during the conditioning pulse. Moreover, this inactivation envelope showed

that the initiation of inactivation developed with a noticeable delay, and its sigmoid

rate was similar to the time course of inactivation derived from the single pulse

(pronase) experiment described above. The authors concluded from their results that it

was necessary for the activation gate of the channel to open before the inactivation

gate could close. Therefore, the rate of inactivation is closely proportional to the

number of open (conducting) channels, suggesting that the two gating systems are

dependent/coupled.

Further evidence disputing the premise that inactivation is an

independent/uncoupled voltage-sensitive process was reported from Myxicola giant

axon (Schauf and Davis, 1975; Goldman, 1976; Goldman and Kenyon, 1982). These

investigators demonstrated that the delay ("lag") in the onset in inactivation observed

during two-pulse experiments was dependent on the activation rate of the conditioning

pulse. Goldman and Kenyon (1982) concluded that either inactivation was
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dependent/coupled to activation or else it was independent/uncoupled and had the same

rates as activation.

Gillespie and Meves (1980) also reported that the time course of inactivation was

sigmoid with a prominent delay when the data was produced using the double pulse

procedure where the conditioning pulse was followed immediately by the test pulse.

Contrary to other investigators, they reported that the time course of inactivation was

exponential for conditioning durations greater than 50-100 J.ls when the conditioning

pulse and test pulse were separated by at least 1 ms. The authors concluded that since

the time course of inactivation was exponential with a delay <50-100 us, the inactiva

tion event begins well before all the gating particles have moved to their opening posi

tion activating the channel, suggesting an independent/uncoupled voltage sensor for the

inactivation process. This conclusion was contradictory to the dependent/coupled

activation-inactivation hypothesis.

If inactivation gating is completely independent from activation, then the inactiva

tion gate would require a gating charge which should be detectable as a slower com

ponent of Ig. However, the gating current data reported by Armstrong and Bezanilla

(1977) lacked any such slow component, thus providing no evidence for gating charge

movement associated with the inactivation process.

Armstrong and Bezanilla (1977) described both the prominent delay (several hun

dred us) in the onset of inactivation (Bezanilla and Armstrong, 1977) and the apparent

voltage-sensitivity of inactivation (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952b; Bezanilla and

Armstrong, 1977) with a coupled state linear model. The model shows that at
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hyperpolarized potentials the activation gates are closed, and the inactivation gate is

open. The inactivation gate is unable to close at this point because the closed activa

tion gates are blocking its path. However, following deplorization the activation gates

move to their conducting positions and the channel can open. The inactivation gate is

then free to move into its closed position after an appropriate delay. In accordance

with the coupled state model the apparent voltage-sensitive rate of inactivation depends

on the state of activation, with inactivation having no innate voltage sensitivity of its

own. In summary, while much evidence has been assembled suggesting sequential

activation-inactivation coupling, the kinetic evidence is not yet fully conclusive.

Pharmacological studies

Pharmacological studies have also contributed to the debate as to whether activa

tion and inactivation are distinct and parallel voltage-sensitive processes, or if their

mechanisms are coupled. Armstrong et al. (1973) demonstrated that the inactivation

component of INa was destroyed after internal perfusion of the proteolytic enzyme

pronase. Activation kinetics were apparently insensitive to this treatment. This evi

dence was presumed to provide experimental conformation supporting the Hodgkin and

Huxley concept of two independent and uncoupled gating systems. However, pronase

could equally well remove the "inactivation-gate" within a sequentially coupled pro

cess. Moreover, the pronase experiment showed that the "h-gate" responsible for

closing the conducting sodium channel was located on the internal surface of the
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macromolecule in contact with the axoplasmic side of the membrane.

Many chemical agents have been used to help elucidate the structure and function

of the sodium channel. Some of these agents which selectively affect only inactivation

by marked slowing or complete removal are: N-bromoacetamide (NBA), chloramine-T

(ch-T), tannic acid, iodate, dilute formaldehyde and glutaraldehyde (Hille, 1984). It

was also demonstrated that high internal pH > 9.5 reversibly affects inactivation in the

squid giant axon (Hille, 1984). These agents do not affect the voltage-sensitive kinet

ics of activation or the exponential time course of INa tail currents. This evidence sug

gests that activation and inactivation are distinct processes, however, it does not

determine whether they are dependent/coupled or independent/uncoupled systems.

In contrast to the effects of pH and proleolytic enzymes, which remove inactiva

tion only when added to the inside of the membrane, there are many peptide toxins

from scorpions and sea anemones which selectively affect

inactivation when applied externally. Leiurus quinquestriatus and Anemonia sulcata

toxins bind reversibly and competitively to external channel receptors distinct from

TTX and STX binding sites. Modification of sodium channel function by toxin pro

longs the time course of the action potential. Voltage clamp experiments show the

toxin effect as a several-hundred fold slowing of inactivation. The voltage-sensitive

kinetics of activation are apparently not altered by toxin action (Hille, 1984).

Two scorpion peptide toxins, Centruroides sculpturatus and Tityus serrulatus,

were found to alter the voltage-sensitive process of activation when these hydrophilic

toxins were applied externally. The toxins bind to external receptor sites distinct from
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those of the inactivation modifiers. Cahalan (1975) showed that Centruroides sculp

turatus toxin shifted the voltage dependence of activation to the left by - 40 to 50 mV

without significant effect on inactivation. Caution is required for the interpretation of

Cahalan's (1975) data. Centruroides sculpturatus toxin apparently has no effect on INa

activation or inactivation during a depolarizing test pulse. However, scorpion venom

treatment causes the appearance of a new component of sodium current, which

Cahalan refers to as "venom-induced current." During a depolarizing pulse, INa

currents activate and inactivate normally. However, after the conclusion of the pulse,

when the membrane is repolarized, about one third of the available channels reopen

and remain open for hundreds of milliseconds. Cahalan (1975) observed that the onset

of the "venom-induced current" followed closely to the recovery of the sodium chan

nel from inactivation after a depolarizing pulse. The author concluded from the

analysis of the "venom-induced sodium currents" that toxin exposure shifted the

voltage-dependence of channel activation to more hyperpolarized potentials by - 40 to

50 mV while the inactivation process remained intact and almost unaltered from nor

mal. Cahalan (1975) concluded that activation "m-gates" and inactivation "h-gate"

operate independently and can be uncoupled by pharmacologic treatment.

Lipid soluble alkaloid plant toxins (aconitine and veratridine) and the Colombian

poison-arrow frog toxin, batrachotoxin (BTX) open sodium channels at rest. These

toxins bind to sites distinct from those for the channel blocking toxins, TTX and STX,

Hille (1984) proposed that the uncharged lipophilic compounds may bind to a receptor

site deep within the interface between the hydrophobic region of the channel
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macromolecule and the membrane lipids. Aconitine and BTX have long-lasting action

and show similar electrophysiological effects on sodium channels. Mozhayeva et al.

(1977) showed that aconitine reduced the threshold potential for activation and altered

both the voltage-sensitivity and equilibrium potential of channel conductance. The

authors showed that the normal threshold potential for frog node sodium channels is

- -50 mY. However, after treatment with 150 J.1M aconitine, channels opened at - -90

mY. Current-voltage curves showed a shift of channel conductance to more negative

potentials of -50 mY, and the equilibrium potential for sodium ion (ENJ was shifted

to more hyperpolarized potentials after toxin exposure. The authors concluded that the

toxin increased the permeability properties of the sodium channel to other ions such as

ammonium, potassium, cesium and possibly tetramethylammonium. In addition to the

effects on activation, these alkaloid toxins markedly slowed or completely removed

inactivation.

Electrophysiological investigation on squid giant axons (Brady and Carbone,

1973) and on small non-myelinated c-fibers of the vagus nerve of the rabbit (Byck and

Ritchie, 1973) demonstrated the ability of the natural marijuana constituent, delta-9

tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), to decrease both the action potential amplitude and its

conduction velocity. Strichartz et al. (1978) were the first to investigate the effects of

this highly lipophilic and uncharged compound on sodium channel conductance

mechanisms under voltage-clamp conditions. This work was performed on the excit

able membrane at the node of Ranvier of myelinated fibers of the frog sciatic nerve.

Strichartz et al. (1978) demonstrated that THC exposure lengthened the
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time-to-peak inward current magnitude (tp) and suppressed ionic conductance (gNJ in

a voltage-dependent manner. Moreover, the investigators noted that THC did not

affect channel inactivation processes. The authors concluded that the lengthening of tp

and the shift in the voltage-dependence of peak gNa are both related to the relative

kinetics of sodium activation and inactivation, and since inactivation was unaffected by

THC, alterations of activation alone could account for these observed changes. This

THC data proves that activation and inactivation are independent/uncoupled systems.

This evidence from the THC studies, along with the data reported by Cahalan

(1975) discussed above, suggested that the tightly coupled activation and inactivation

systems could be uncoupled by pharmacologic treatment. Moreover, the results

seemed in strong agreement with the Hodgkin and Huxley concepts suggesting that the

mechanisms of activation and inactivation operated as parallel and independently

voltage-sensitive processes. More recently Catterall (1986) has proposed that the four

highly charged 54 segments of the sodium channel tetramer corresponded to three

independent and parallel activation (Hm-gates") and one inactivation (Hh-gate") vol

tage sensors.

As described above a wide range of pharmacologic agents affect both activation

and inactivation or alter inactivation only, thus supporting the kinetic evidence suggest

ing that activation and inactivation are dependent/coupled mechanisms. Only THC and

the scorpion venom Centruroides sculpturatus were reported to affect activation

without changing inactivation kinetics. These results would support

independent/uncoupled systems. However, Cahalan (1975) reported that the toxin was
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without affect on normal INa activation and inactivation kinetics during depolarization.

His conclusions were derived from the analysis of "venom-induced current" generated

after membrane repolarization. On the other hand, THC was reported to only affect

activation kinetics while leaving inactivation unaltered in normal INa currents (Stri

chartz et al., 1978). Since this single agent provides the strongest apparent evidence

favoring the re-introduction of the Hodgkin and Huxley concepts of independent and

parallel gating systems, I was interested to discover whether the data reported by Stri

chartz et al. (1978) was reproducible in crayfish axons on this crucial point. My

results show that THC significantly slows both activation and inactivation kinetics,

without a corresponding shift in the F(Vm) curves. The conclusions which I derive

from my THe study favor the hypothesis that activation and inactivation maybe

dependent/coupled systems.
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Results

Control ionic current data was recorded during internal perfusion of Pluronic F68

(see Methods). THC C1 mM) and Pluronic F68 was perfused for - 2 to 5-min and then

washed from the axon with Pluronic F68. In THC peak sodium current amplitude was

reduced to - 50% of control and remained at this level for up to 1 to 2 hr after replace

ment with control Pluronic F68. In Fig. 18 records of ionic current are shown at test

voltages of -20 mV (A), 0 mV (B), and +20 mV (C) from a holding potential of -120

mY. As was observed in frog node (Strichartz et al., 1978), THC also decreases maxi

mal sodium channel conductance C50%) in crayfish, therefore the ionic currents

recorded after THC exposure (traces b in each panel) were scaled up to the peak

inward current magnitude of the control record (traces a in each panel) to aid visual

comparison of the THC effects on axon kinetics. At the test voltage of -20 mV (Fig.

18 A) it is easier to observe the "two-fold slowing of both the rising (activation) and

falling (inactivation) components of ionic current by THC (trace b). The action of

THC on ionic current activation and inactivation kinetics have been quantified for the

voltage range -60 mV to +40 mV (see Table 5). The ratio of THC/control was deter

mined for time to peak inward current magnitude (tp), the time to one-half peak

current magnitude (tlh)' and the time constant for inactivation ('th) in a series of three

axons. The values presented for 0 mV (Table 5) were determined from a series of

eight axons. The results show this ratio as 1.95 ± 0.34, 1.85 ± 0.17 and 2.32 ± 0.60

for tp, tlh and 'th, respectively. These ratios are not significantly different. The
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observed variability in the magnitude of THC slowing of INa kinetics was dependent

upon the duration of THC exposure. Ionic current was analyzed over an 6 ms time

course, and the asymptotes for steady-state INa changed in proportion to the delay in

peak INa (tp) during exposure to THC. This is not apparent in Fig. 18 A where INa

traces are recorded at -20 mV and plotted on a short time base. However, at more

positive voltages such as +20 mV (Fig. 18 C), where the kinetics are markedly faster,

it becomes more visible that the asymptotes are analogous in control and THC.

Additional quantitative analysis was conducted on the THC/control ratios for tp,

t1h' and tho The ratios were converted to loge (In) and plotted (figure not shown) as a

function of test potential for a voltage range of 70 mV (-30 mV to 40 mY). A pecu

liar behavior of the activation-inactivation system was noted, providing interesting

speculation into the nature of the sodium channel conduction system. The

THC/control ratios for tl/2 were observed to be converging in the 70 mV voltage range

while the ratios for th were found to be diverging. Moreover, the ratios for tp were

observed to be constant or only slightly converging across voltage. These observations

may suggest a possible equilibration from the juxtaposition of the activation (measured

as tV2) and inactivation (measured as th) coupled processes reacting in contrasting

actions to the change in membrane potential.
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Strichartz et al. (1978) reported that the action of THC on INa activation kinetics

was voltage-dependent. Their results suggested that exposure to THC shifted the

I(Vm) and gNa(Vm) curves to more depolarized potentials. Thus they concluded that

the membrane after exposure to THC had to be depolarized by 10.5 mV more than in

control conditions to activate half of the sodium conductance. This would mean a

depolarizing shift in the midpoint (V0) of the THC conductance [gNa(Vm)] curve by

-10.5 mY. I have analyzed my INa data in a similar manner and present the I(Vm) and

gNiVm) results below. Fig. 19 A shows I(Vm) curves in control (open circles) and

THC (closed circles) conditions. The THC data was recorded after -1 to 2-min. expo

sure to -1 mM mc. The peak magnitude of the inward sodium current was meas

ured and plotted as a function of the test potential from a single holding potential of

-120 mV (see legend). In both control and THC conditions the currents reach their

maximum amplitude at -0 mY. Thus there are no significant voltage shifts in the

I(Vm) data and the reversal potential (ENa) for INa changed less than ± 5 mY, indicat

ing that the relative permeability properties of the channel to sodium ion were not

altered by THC exposure. The discrepancy between my data and that of Strichartz et

al. (1978) is further considered below.

In Fig. 19 B peak sodium conductance (gNa) has been calculated from the I(Vm)

data and plotted as the fraction of conducting channels as a function of the depolariz

ing test voltage [F(Vm)]' The midpoints (V0) of the F(Vm) curves, where 50% of the

channel population are conducting, correspond to the test potential of - -20 mV in

both control (open circles) and THC (solid circles) conditions. It is apparent that there
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is no significant shift in surface charge that would account for the "two-fold slowing in

both activation and inactivation kinetics noted in ionic current.

Additional evidence is provided to support the hypothesis that THC does not

affect the voltage-sensitivity of channel activation in crayfish giant axons. Fig. 19 C

shows the loge (In) of the time to one-half peak current amplitude (tlh) of INa presented

as a function of the depolarizing test voltage [In tlh(Vm)]' The slope for the control

curve (open circles) corresponds to a voltage change of 76 mV per one e-fold change

in In tlh (between 6.5 and 5.5). The slope for the THC curve was slightly steeper

(solid circles) corresponding to a voltage change of 58 mV per one e-fold change in In

tlh' Although THC markedly slows channel activation, the slopes for these data curves

are not significantly different. In crayfish axon THC exposure slows activation (meas

ured as tl/2 and tp) and inactivation (measured as 'th) kinetics "two-fold (see Table 5).

However, there are no apparent shifts in surface charge [see F(Vm) curves in Fig. 19

B] that would account for the dramatic slowing observed in channel INa kinetics.

Moreover, the voltage-sensitivity of sodium channel activation kinetics, measured as

the valence of the In tlh(Vm) curves, is essentially unaltered by THC exposure (see Fig.

19 C).

Since THC is an extremely strong lipophilic agent (Strichartz et al., 1978), it is

highly plausible for the THC molecule to gain access into the hydrophobic regions of

the channel protein and influence the gating mechanism. Therefore, THC-induced

slowing of INa activation and inactivation kinetics may be associated with correspond

ing action on gating current. Careful examination of the effects of THC on IgON
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kinetics are shown in Fig. 20 A. Alicata et al. (1989) have demonstrated that changes

in series resistance (Rs) alter clamp rise time, thus affecting both capacity current

waveform and the fast component of gating current. Changes in R, were monitored

during the course of these experiments by using the waveform of the separately

recorded PIn control capacity currents as an indicator of changes in clamp rise time.

THC induced a small increase in peak capacity current «10%) which corresponds to a

decrease in R, and an increase in clamp speed.

In Fig. 20 A Gating current (trace b) was recorded after exposure to 0.5 mM

THC and scaled to the control gating current (trace a) by matching the plateau (flat)

region of the integration in THC (trace b) to the integration in control (trace a).

THC-induced changes are readily apparent in the intermediate and slow components of

ON gating current (Fig. 20 A). However, the initial fast component of IgON (trace b)

remains insensitive to THC action (trace b) and closely overlies the fast component of

control IgON (trace a). Integration of gating current over a 4 ms time course shows

that total gating charge movement was suppressed from 27 nC/cm2 in control (trace a)

to 20 nC/cm2 in THC (trace b). When the gating current integration in THC (trace b)

was scaled to match the integration in control (trace a), marked slowing is clearly visi

ble on both the intermediate and slow regions. The gating currents in Fig. 20, A and

B, were recorded at 0 mV (from a holding potential of -120 mY) where total charge

movement is close to Qrnax (see Fig. 6 of Rayner and Starkus, 1989) and gating current

kinetics are relatively slow. These conditions maximize the opportunity for recording

small kinetic changes in gating currents. These results indicate that although THC
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significantly affects the slower components of IgON, the initial fast component was

apparently spared from THC action.

Fig. 20 B shows OFF gating current recorded during repolarization to -120 mV

after a depolarizing test pulse to 0 mV for 0.4 ms in control (trace a) and THC (trace

b) conditions. IgOFF traces were scaled by matching the plateaus of the integration

records. After scaling the two OFF gating current records, mC-induced effects on

IgOFF kinetics are not apparent. OFF gating current was integrated over a 3 ms time

course. Total gating charge movement was 19 nC/cm2 in control (trace a) and 9

nC/cm2 in mc (trace b). However, after scaling, the IgOFF integrations are indistin

guishable suggesting that the movement of OFF gating charge is relatively insensitive

to THC action.

Fig. 20 C shows QON(Vm) curves in control (open circles) and after perfusion of

0.1 mM THC (solid circles). The data curves were obtained by plotting the areas

under the gating current of this data set as a function of the depolarizing test voltage

from a single holding potential of -120 mY. The gating current records were

integrated over a 4 ms time course, and the QON(Vm) curves presented were not

scaled. It is apparent that although there is Ttle-induced suppression of gating charge

movement the voltage reactivity of QON movement is not altered by THC exposure.

In summary, the marked slowing action of mc on INa activation and inactivation

kinetics are associated with corresponding effects on gating current. mc significantly

alters rates of the intermediate and slow components of IgON. However, the initial

fast component of ON gating current seems insensitive to mc action (Fig. 20 A).
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Moreover, integrations of IgON records reveal THC-induced suppression of total QON

C26%) and marked slowing of the intermediate and slow components of ON gating

charge movement. On the other hand, the behavior of OFF gating current after THC

exposure is strikingly different The results indicate that THC suppresses total QOFF

- 53%. However, I am unable to detect any kinetic dissimilarities in the scaled records

of OFF gating current or the integrations. These observations will be considered

further in the Discussion.

Sodium tail e..rrent resulting from channel deactivation ("m-gate" closure) is a

rapid process having both fast and slow kinetic components. Fig. 21 shows tail

currents recorded at -80 mY after a depolarizing test pulse to 0 mY for 3 ms. The

holding potential was -120 mY. Traces a were recorded in control and traces b were

recorded after exposure to 0.5 mM THC. Pulse patterns are presented in the insert of

Figs. A and B. I have plotted only the portion of the current traces corresponding to

the solid line of the pulse diagram. Both the initial fast and slow kinetic components

of the decaying tail current are clearly visible in these records. In Fig. 21 the THC

record (trace b) was scaled to match the peak tail current in control (trace a). It is

apparent that the initial fast components of the tail current records overlie exactly with

no detectable kinetic dissimilarity in their rates. In Fig. 21 B the THC record (trace b)

was rescaled to the control record (trace a) in an attempt to superimpose the slow

components. However, it is apparent that the slow components of the two tail current

records do not superimpose, suggesting sensitivity of the slow component to THC

action. Because the majority of initial fast component of the tail current is complete
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before voltage has settled, its kinetics are highly sensitive to series resistance errors.

Changes in R, were monitored throughout the course of these experiments using peak

capacity current as the measured parameter. THC produces a slight decrease in R,

which is associated with a <10% increase in peak capacity current. The magnitude of

the capacity currents remained at this level for -1-2 hr of recording. However, when

the magnitude of the leakage currents exceeded criterion levels (see Methods), the

experiments were terminated. Therefore, I conclude the slow component of sodium

tail current is sensitive to THC action while the kinetics of the initial fast component

of ionic tail current were indistinguishable in control and THC conditions.

Oxford (1981) (squid) and Alicata et al. (1990) (crayfish) demonstrated that

secondary activation turns on with almost monoexponential kinetics after a depolariz

ing test pulse has been interrupted by a brief return to holding potential. However,

when the duration of the interpulse interval was progressively increased, the kinetics of

secondary activation increasingly assumed the sigmoid wave form characteristic of pri

mary activation. The actions of THC on sodium channel ionic and gating currents

appear to follow a distinctive pattern. Slower kinetic processes of channel ionic and

gating current are sensitive to THC action while the very fast events distinctive of

sodium channel ionic and gating currents are apparently spared. Therefore I was

interested to see whether the slower sigmoid kinetics of primary activation and the fast

monoexponential kinetics of secondary activation would be differentially sensitive to

the slowing action of THC. Activation kinetics were analyzed after >90% of fast inac

tivation was removed by prior treatment with 5 mM ch-T. Fig. 22 A shows control
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and THC INa records obtained from the double pulse protocol with an initial test vol

tage of -20 mV for 2 ms. Here the dramatic slowing action of THC on primary

activation is clearly visible (see primary activation components of the records in Fig.

22 A). The membrane was then repolarized to the holding potential (H.P. -120 mY)

for an interpulse interval of 50 us and depolarized a second time to the test voltage of

-20 mY. Here secondary activation turns on with almost monoexponential in both

control and THC conditions (see secondary activation kinetics shown in Fig. 22 A and

B). Primary activation is markedly slowed by THC. However, the fast kinetics of

secondary activation are only slightly slowed. This data suggests that future work may

be able to resolve and quantify small effects of THC on the fast kinetics of secondary

activation. The results demonstrate that the fast monoexponential kinetics of secon

dary activation (after a 50 us interpulse interval) are relatively insensitive to the slow

ing action of THC. Moreover, when the duration of the interpulse interval was

extended to 400 us, the kinetics and THe sensitivity of secondary activation returned

towards those of primary activation (see Fig. 22 C). These observations will be con

sidered further in the Discussion.
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Summary

Electrophysiological investigation on squid giant axons (Brady and Carbone,

1973) and on small non-myelinated c-fibers of the vagus nerve of the rabbit (Byck and

Ritchie, 1973) demonstrated the ability of the natural marijuana constituent, delta-9

tetrahydrocannabinol (THe), to decrease both the action potential amplitude and its

conduction velocity. Strichartz et al. (1978) were the first to investigate the effects of

THC on sodium channel conductance mechanisms under voltage-clamp conditions.

This work was performed on the excitable membrane at the node of Ranvier of myel

inated fibers of the frog sciatic nerve. The authors reported that THC modified channel

conductance by slowing the activation kinetics of INa (lengthening the time-to-peak

current, tp) and suppressing ionic conductance (gNa) in a voltage-dependent manner.

They also noted that channel inactivation processes were not affected by THC action.

The authors concluded that the lengthening of tp and the shift in the voltage

dependence of peak gNa are both related to the relative kinetics of sodium activation

and inactivation, and since inactivation was unaffected by THC, alterations of activa

tion alone account for these observed changes.

I have repeated the above observations in crayfish axons, but I can confirm only

one of the three results obtained in the previous studies. I find that THe affects both

activation and inactivation kinetics.
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However, I find that the normalized F(Vm) curves are almost identical indicating no

significant shift in surface charge following THC treatment. Furthermore, I find that

THC selectively alters only the slower components of ionic and gating current kinetics

while sparing the very fast channel processes. These results suggest that fast THC

insensitive processes reflect a me-insensitive gating mechanism: a "fast m-gate."
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CHAPTER 5

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The investigation of D20 and THe substitution presented in this thesis provides

critical evidence which strongly supports the recent structural and electrophysiological

data suggesting that the sodium channel activation mechanism involves a parallel sys

tem of three nonidentical gating particles. I will discuss these current observations and

presumptions concerning channel activation and the three alternative modeling systems

(see Introduction) which describe activation behavior. Finally, I will examine my data

in the context of these recent discoveries.

Structural evidence

There are three general model types which attempt to describe the sodium chan

nel activation mechanism. The parallel model proposed by Hodgkin and Huxley

(1952c) assumed three independent gating particles ("m-gates") with identical

voltage-sensitivity. The rate constants a and B represent the relative voltage-sensitivity

of the forward and backward reactions, respectively. Since the gating particles are

identical, the conformational changes of the sodium channel associated with depolari

zation are determined by the ratio of na/nB and is represented schematically with
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a 4-state parallel model (see Scheme 1). However, recent structural and electrophysio

logical evidence suggests that sodium channel activation involves the behavior of three

or four parallel but nonuniform gating particles (S4 segments). The 8-state parallel

model does not presume identical kinetics for the S4 segments (see Scheme 2).

The linear sequential model presented by French and Horn (1983) describes the

activation process as involving the sequential movement of a single or multiple gating

particles with a high degree of electrostatic or allosteric coupling. The gating particles

are not necessarily identical. Therefore, different rate constants can be used to

describe each of the forward and backward reaction steps (see Scheme 3).

The voltage-gated sodium channel is a membrane protein that modulates the

sodium ion permeability of electrically excitable membranes. Catterall (1980) demon

strated that a variety of pharmacological agents, including neurotoxins, affect the func

tion of the sodium channel. The use of binding assays based on the high specificity of

such neurotoxins has resulted in the purification of the sodium channel from the elec

tric organ of the eel Electrophorus electricus (Agnew et al., 1978; Nakayama et al.,

1982; Miller et al., 1983), rat brain (Hartshorne and Catterall, 1981), rat skeletal mus

cle (Barchi, 1983) and chick cardiac muscle (Lombet and Lazkunski, 1984). It was

reported that the Electrophorus and chick sodium channels consist of a single polypep

tide of - 260 kD. The rat sodium channel contains, in addition to the larger polypep

tide two to three smaller peptides of -37 to 45 lcD. The purified eel and rat sodium

channel proteins were shown to be functional when incorporated into phospholipid

vesicles (Weigele and Barchi, 1982; Tamkun et al., 1984; Rosenberg et al., 1984;
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Hanke et al., 1984). Major technical advances have allowed molecular biological

manipulation to aid investigators in understanding the molecular dynamics underlying

selective ion transport and voltage-dependent gating of the sodium channel. Noda et

al. (1984) have successfully sequenced the primary structure of the sodium channel

protein of Electrophorus electricus electroplax. Using recombinant DNA techniques,

the investigators have cloned DNA sequences complementary to the messenger RNA

coding for the sodium channel protein. Nucleotide sequence analysis of the cloned

cDNA has revealed the complete amino acid sequence of this polypeptide.

Iverson et al. (1988), MacKinnon et al. (1988), Timpe et al. (1988a, b), and

Zagotta et al. (1989) have reported that a mRNA transcript coding for only one mono

mer of the A-type potassium channel was sufficient to generate a functional multimeric

voltage-gated channel. A-type potassium channels in Drosophila skeletal muscle are

coded by the Shaker gene, and Modifications of the gene alter transmission at the lar

val neuromuscular junction and also affect A-type potassium currents in embryonic,

larval and adult muscle. Molecular cloning of the Shaker gene has revealed that the

derived amino acid sequence was homologous with sodium channels from the eel elec

tric organ (Noda et aI., 1984), rat brain (Noda et aI., 1986; Kayano et aI., 1988) and

Drosophila (Salkhoff et aI., 1987). Greatest homology among sodium channels across

species lies in the region of the S4 segment. Noda et al. (1984) reported that the S4

segment had a highly conserved sequence of amino acids. A positively charged amino

acid was found to be located at every third position with intervening hydrophobic resi

dues.
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Translation of the Shaker mRNA transcript yields a protein roughly only one

fourth as long as in the cloned sodium channels, and the amino acid sequence of the

Shaker protein corresponds to only one of the sodium channel's four homologous

domains. Zagotta and Aldrich (1990) expressed potassium A channels in Xenopus

oocytes after injection with a single Shaker-derived mRNA transcript. Because

voltage-dependent gating of the potassium A channels is similar to sodium channels

(Neher, 1971), Zagotta and Aldrich (1990) concluded that the A-channel functions as a

multimer of identical monomeric subunits. Zagotta and Aldrich (1990) used a linear

sequential model to simulate their experimental results. They also suggested that their

sequential model was applicable to sodium channels. However, I will explain later in

the Discussion that their assumptions are incorrect.

Recent structural evidence revealed that the four S4 segments of the sodium chan

nel are not structurally identical, raising the possibility that they may also be function

ally distinct. Stllhmer et al. (1989) reported that modification of the S4 segment of

repeat domain I markedly altered the effective valence of the sodium channel. The

authors expressed functional sodium channels in Xenopus oocytes after microinjection

of mRNA transcripts derived from rat brain sodium channel complimentary DNA. A

single point mutation was introduced to the S4 region of domain I, so as to replace a

positively charged amino acid with a neutral or negatively charged residue. The

reduction in the net positive charge in the S4 segment of repeat I resulted in a marked

decrease in the steepness of the potential dependence of channel activation. Site

directed mutations were also performed on the S4 segments of domains II and III.
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However, this procedure had little affect on the voltage-sensitivity of activation.

Stiihmer et al. (1989) concluded that the positively charged amino acid residues of the

S4 segment of domain I were the primary gating charge-carrier (voltage sensing dev

ice) for the sodium channel activation process.

Conti and Stlihmer (1989) analyzed gating current records from Xenopus oocytes

injected with mRNA coding for rat-brain-Il sodium channels. From these critical stu

dies they determined from holding potentials > -100 mV that the total effective chan

nel valence was -Z.03e. The authors also provided evidence from fluctuation analysis

studies of gating current suggesting the presence of three separate gating particles.

Thus the investigators concluded that the sodium channel activation process may

involve three parallel and uniform gating particles each having a valence of -Z.03e.

However, these conclusions are not consistent with the results reported by Rayner and

Starkus (1989) and Ruben et al. (1990) from gating current and ionic current studies,

respectively. These investigators determined from QON(Vrn), QON(Vh) (Rayner and

Starkus, 1989) and F(Vrn) (Ruben et al., 1990) analyses at holding potentials > -100

mV that the sodium channel activation mechanism involved one dominant gating parti

cle with a valence of - Ze. Thus, recent investigation of sodium channel activation

kinetics from Xenopus oocytes and crayfish suggest that the valence of a single gating

particle is -Ze. However, the current focus of intense scrutiny is to determine if the

three parallel gating particles are identical.
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Electrophysiological evidence

The fundamental purpose of kinetic modeling is to discriminate model systems by

quantitatively comparing model behavior and experimental results. Hopefully, this

would eventually lead to a greater understanding of the sodium channel gating

mechanism. Therefore, models under consideration must qualitatively meet a set of

criteria established through experimental investigation. A model fails to meet a given

criterion behavior when it cannot be fixed by changes in model parameters, without

destroying the quality of fit to other aspects of axon performance. So, I will show that

the sequential linear, and the parallel identical particle models do not meet experimen

tal criteria. Additionally, the models discussed in this thesis are those which describe

axon performance in accordance with two major concepts, (a) Markov kinetics, and (b)

the Eyring rate theory. First, a Markov kinetic system describes the movement of gat

ing particles as discrete transitions between closed and open states of the channel. The

Markov theory assumes that the rate constant of the transition of a gating particle

between channel states is first order (time course has a single exponential), and is

independent of how the system reached its final state. For example, tail current kinetics

during membrane repolarization to -40 mV are similar whether the transition of gating

particles into the closed state is from 0 mV or +20 mY. Second, the Eyring rate

theory for an electrical reaction suggests that the characteristic rate constant of the

transition of a gating particle between channel states is dependent upon the energy of

the electric field, the electrical charge of the gating particle and the energy barrier the
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particle must transverse [see Hille, (1984) for a complete discussion of these concepts].

Although other modeling strategies have been considered [e.g., fractal models (Liebo

vitch, 1989)], accumulated evidence suggests ion channels conform to Markov criteria

(Horn and Kom, 1989; McManus et aI., 1989).

Parallel and identical particle models

A physical interpretation of the Hodgkin and Huxley model describing the sodium

channel activation process suggests that the channel becomes conducting after three

'Om-gates" undergo independent voltage-sensitive transitions from resting to activating

positions. Upon repolarization the channel closes after one "m-gate" moves away

from the open position. Since the Hodgkin and Huxley model assumes that the

voltage-sensitivity of the sodium channel is derived from the charge-bearing gating

particles, then all gating current is a result of their movement. The model predicts that

the conducting channel should close as soon as one "m-gate" moves to its resting

position, but continue to generate gating current until all three identical 'Om-gates"

have settled into their resting states. Therefore, according to the model, gating current

(during repolarization) should last approximately three times longer than the sodium

channel ionic tail current (during deactivation). However, Armstrong and Bezanilla

(1974) observed that OFF gating current and ionic tail current decayed with almost

exactly the same kinetic rates. Thus, the parallel and identical model proposed by

Hodgkin and Huxley (1952c) demonstrates a "criterion failure" to the ionic tail

current and OFF gating current data of Armstrong and Bezanilla (1974). Hence, the
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Hodgkin and Huxley model should be eliminated unless modified to avoid this

mismatch. I shall later point out that unequal-valence particle models are suitable in

this respect.

Linear sequential models

Oxford (1981) examined reactivation (secondary activation) after return steps to

holding potential of differing durations imposed during depolarizing pulses. Brief

return steps to holding potential C100 us), which should catch channels in closed

states adjacent to the open state, demonstrated secondary activation with rapid, almost

monoexponential kinetics. He therefore concluded that channel deactivation occurs via

reversal of the normal multi-step primary activation pathway. The observations from

Oxford's (1981) investigation provided major support for models in which activation is

considered as a linear sequential process, and deactivation is considered the reverse of

primary activation (French and Horn, 1983; Horn and Vandenberg, 1984; Stimers et

al., 1985). However, predictions of linear sequential models are in direct conflict with

the data of Schauf and Bullock (1982) and Alicata et al. (1990) who concluded that

activation and deactivation must utilize different pathways.

Schauf and Bullock (1979) concluded from their D20 studies that the sodium

channel activation mechanism involved both voltage-sensitive (solvent-insensitive)

channel gating and solvent-sensitive (voltage-insensitive) channel opening processes.

Schauf and Bullock (1982) demonstrated that ionic tail currents were insensitive to
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DzO substitution. Therefore, the investigators concluded that sodium channel activa

tion involved more than one path leading into the channel conducting state, and that

the DzO-insensitive tail current deactivation step could not be the reverse DzO

sensitive channel opening transition. Thus, linear sequential models which describe

channel activation as having only one path into the open state are incorrect.

My results from DzO substitution presented in chapter three of this thesis pro

vides additional support for the major conclusions presented by Schauf and Bullock

(1979; 1982). I confirm that activation and fast inactivation of sodium current are both

slowed by DzO (Figs. 10 A and 12) without marked effects on OFF (Fig. 10 B) or ON

(Figs. 10 Band 11) gating current kinetics. This observation demonstrates that rela

tively little gating charge movement (or inherent voltage sensitivity) can be associated

with the final channel opening transition. Moreover, I have confirmed Schauf and

Bullock's (1982) observation that DzO does not affect tail current deactivation (Fig.

13). Therefore, a fundamental difference must exist between the channel gating

mechanisms responsible for activation and tail current deactivation.

Despite the contradictory conclusions reached by Oxford (1981) and Schauf and

Bullock (1982), the secondary activation data of Oxford (1981) and the tail current

data of Schauf and Bullock (1982) have been successfully repeated in crayfish axons.

I have demonstrated that for short interpulse intervals secondary activation shows

rapid, nearly monoexponential, rates (Fig. 16 A). However, DzO slows the kinetics of

primary activation (Fig. 12 and Table 3) without affecting tail current kinetics (Fig.

13). This apparent paradox may be resolved by the experiment shown in (Fig. 17),
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which assesses the effect of D20 on secondary activation. I find that secondary activa

tion, like tail current deactivation, is insensitive to D20 (see Fig. 17 A). Therefore, I

conclude that D20-insensitive tail current deactivation cannot be the reverse of the

D20-sensitive step responsible for channel opening during primary activation. How

ever, D20-insensitive secondary activation may well represent reversal of the D20

insensitive tail current deactivation step. Oxford's (1981) observation can thus be rein

terpreted as indicating that the deactivation path, like the primary activation path,

involves a multistep reaction sequence. When the interpulse interval is in the order of

50-100 us, many channels appear to have been caught no further than one reaction

step away from the open state. However, these channels may well be following a

different D20-insensitive pathway Gust as Schauf and Bullock [1982] concluded). My

results appear to rule out the standard linear sequential activation mechanism (Scheme

3). Therefore, no model predicting only one pathway into the channel open state is

likely to be correct, and all sequential linear models are wrong.

Zagotta and Aldrich (1990) presented a linear sequential model describing the

activation mechanism of voltage-sensitive potassium A channels. Moreover, the

authors suggested that their model was applicable to sodium channels. This model

was designed to explain their experimental data from single channel and macroscopic

measurements. Only one path is shown leading into the channel open state, and the

channel deactivation pathway is the reverse of the primary activation step. The unique

feature of their linear sequential model is that the gating transitions leading into the

channel opening step are voltage-sensitive. However, the final opening transition is
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voltage-insensitive. The Zagotta and Aldrich (1990) linear sequential model suggests

that the slower voltage-insensitive channel opening transition is allosterically coupled

in a linear sequential manner to the faster voltage-sensitive gating process. However,

if channel deactivation is the reversal of the channel opening step, then this model sug

gests that ionic tail currents would also be voltage-insensitive. This prediction is not

supported by the voltage-sensitive tail current measurements reported by Bezanilla and

Armstrong (1975a,b).

Bezanilla and Armstrong (1975a,b) demonstrated that the time constant of decay

for the fast component of ionic tail current and OFF gating current were strongly

dependent upon the repolarization potential. The investigators noticed that the time

constants of these components were faster at more hyperpolarizing voltages. Thus, this

experimental evidence strongly suggests that the sodium channel ionic tail current

deactivation step is an inherently voltage-sensitive process. These results are contrary

to predictions of the sequential models which assume a voltage-independent final open

ing step. Therefore, the tail current data of Bezanilla and Armstrong (1975a,b) and the

DzO data of Alicata et al. (1990) critically conflict with the Zagotta and Aldrich

(1990) sequential model describing the sodium channel activation system.

Parallel and nonidentical particle models

Zimmerberg et al. (1990) analyzed voltage-sensitive rectifying potassium channels

(squid) and observed that hyperosmolar media reduced potassium conductance without
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affecting the voltage-sensitivity of the channel. These results were interpreted to show

that the channel activation system has both a voltage-sensitive (solvent-insensitive) gat

ing process and a solvent-sensitive (voltage-insensitive) channel opening mechanism.

The authors support their hypothesis with two alternative models: (a) a sequential, and

(b) a parallel model in which no sequential coupling is postulated between the confor

mational changes associated with a voltage-sensitive gating mechanism and the

osmotic-sensitive conformational changes associated with channel opening. These

independent processes were presumed to operate in parallel.

Conti and Stlihmer (1989) provided evidence from fluctuation analysis of gating

current records suggesting the presence of three separate and uniform gating particles

each bearing a valence of -2.03e. However, Stlihmer et al. (1989) from site-directed

mutagenesis studies reported that the 54 segment of domain I was the dominant vol

tage sensor involved in channel activation, and the 54 segments of domains II and III

were not major contributors to voltage-sensitivity of the channel. Thus, this data could

suggest that the voltage-dependent activation mechanism involves three separate and

nonuniform gating particles, and only one is the major charge-carrier.

In chapter four of this thesis I demonstrate that THC exposure in crayfish giant

axon markedly slows both activation and fast inactivation kinetics of ionic current

(Fig. 18) with associated changes to the intermediate and slow components of gating

current (Fig. 20) and the slow component of ionic tail current (Fig. 21 B). However,

THC appears to spare the fast kinetic components of gating current (Fig. 20) and ionic

tail current (Fig. 21 A). A comparative list demonstrating the effects of D20 and THC
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substitution on sodium channel kinetics is shown in Table 6.

It is apparent that THe was able to penetrate the hydrophobic regions of the

channel macromolecule, housing the voltage sensor. My evidence suggests that the ini

tial fast kinetics of gating current are associated with the fast component of ionic tail

current (during channel deactivation). Moreover, the slower gating current kinetics

could be associated with the slower component of tail current. These experimental

observations suggest that there is a separate fast gating particle associated with the fast

kinetics of gating and ionic current, and this gating particle operates in parallel with

two nonuniform gating particles. Thus my results favor of a cyclical (parallel) and

nonidentical particle system (see Scheme 2) which demonstrates the paths of three

independent and nonuniform gating particles from the resting to the channel open state.

The cyclic model provides three paths leading into and out of the channel open posi

tion and demonstrates no failure to the experimental data (Ruben et al., 1990).

Summary and conclusions

In chapter three, I present data from the investigation of D20 substitution on

sodium channel kinetics. My results demonstrate that activation and fast inactivation

of sodium current are both slowed by D20 without marked effects on gating current

kinetics. This observation demonstrates that relatively little gating charge movement

(or inherent voltage sensitivity) can be associated with the final channel opening transi

tion. I also note that D20 does not affect tail current deactivation or the fast monoex

ponential kinetics characteristic of secondary activation (after short interpulse
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intervals). Therefore, some fundamental difference must exist between the channel

gating mechanisms responsible for activation and tail current deactivation. I conclude

that D20-insensitive tail current deactivation cannot be the reverse of the D20

sensitive primary activation step. However, D20-insensitive secondary activation may

well represent reversal of the D20-insensitive tail current deactivation step.

In chapter four I demonstrate that mc substitution markedly alters activation and

fast inactivation kinetics of INa and the slow component of ionic tail current with

corresponding action on the intermediate and slow components of gating current.

Moreover, I note that mc spares the initial fast components of gating current and

ionic tail current. My experimental results reveal a separate, distinct and mc

insensitive fast gating particle associated with the fast kinetics of gating and ionic

current, and this gating particle operates in parallel with two nonuniform gating parti

cles.

Conti and Stiihmer (1989) have recently suggested the presence of three separate

and uniform gating particles each having a valence of - 2.03e. However, Rayner and

Starkus (1989) from gating current measurements and Ruben et al. (1990) from the

analysis of macroscopic ionic current have concluded that a single dominant gating

particle, having a valence of - 2e, operates in parallel with two nonuniform gating par

ticles. In addition, Stlihmer et al. (1989) from site-directed mutagenesis studies

reported that the S4 segment of domain I was the dominant voltage sensor involved in

channel activation, and the S4 segments of domains II and III were not major contribu

tors to voltage-sensitivity of the channel. Therefore, the voltage-dependent activation
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mechanism involves three separate and nonuniform gating particles, and only one is

the major charge-carrier. Therefore, I conclude from the D20 and THe substitution

investigations that the sodium channel activation mechanism involves a system of three

independent and nonuniform gating particles. Although it is possible that each gating

particle moves along its path through sequential steps (see Scheme 2), there exist at

least three distinct and parallel paths converging into and diverging out from the chan

nel open state.



TABLE 5

Effects of THC Across Voltage (VoJ

III

Time to peak INa Time to 1(1 peak INa Inactivation (Tau) Ratio
Vm lp (JJ.s) Ln (IJ.S) 'th (us) THC / control

mV control THC control THC control THC lp Ln 'th

-60 2,000·±33.9 (2) 2,240 ±322.0 (3) 641 ±31S.4(2) 1,344 ±622.0 (3) 12.48 ±4.9 (2) 16.49 ±11.0 (2) 1.12 2.10 1.32

-50 1,465 ±1S7.0 (2) 2,112 ±340.7 (3) 494 ±246.1 (2) 842 ±261.6 (3) 6.71 ±4A (2) 11.77 ±3.5 (3) 1.44 1.70 1.75

-40 976 ±82.0 (2) 2,034 ±281.5 (3) 343 ±134.4 (2) 673 ±1333 (3) 4.53 ±1.2(2) 10.18 ±4.1 (3) 2.08 1.96 2.25

-30 755 ±182.4 (2) 1,725 ±143.2 (3) 280 ±90.5 (2) 586 ±70.5 (3) 3.88 ±O.6 (2) 6.77 ±1.8 (3) 2.29 2.10 1.74

-20 675 ±176.8 (2) 1,434 ±87.4 (3) 248 ±79.2 (2) 506 ±26.0 (3) 3.13 ±O.8(2) 5.59 ±1.9 (3) 2.13 2.04 1.79

-10 561 ±14S.7(2) 1,194 ±91.9 (3) 217 ±66.5 (2) 418 ±20.2 (3) 2.38 ±O.7 (2) 4.72 ±1.5 (3) 2.13 1.93 1.98

0 475 ±90.0 (8) 989 ±68.6 (14) 192 ±42.3 (8) 353 ±173 (14) 1.70 ±OA(8) 4.26 ±I.O (14) 2.08 1.84 2.51

10 409 ±94.8 (2) 829 ±87.6 (3) 171 ±43.8 (2) 304 ±24.2 (3) 1.31 ±0.4 (2) 3.62 ±O.9(3) 2.03 1.78 2.76

20 357 ±7S.0 (2) 726 ±71.9 (3) 157 ±3SA (2) 270 ±2S.5(3) 1.12 ±0.4 (2) 3.~.} ±1.1 (3) 2.03 1.72 2.96

30 329 ±SS.2(2) 650 ±91.8 (3) 148 ±2S.5(2) 252 ±39.9 (3) 1.00 ±O.5(2) 3.08 ±1.2(3) 1.98 1.70 3.08

40 310 ±31.1 (2) 588 ±99.0 (2) 148 ±11.1 (2) 208 ±OO.O (2) 0.93 ±O.5(2) 3.12 ±IA (2) 1.90 1.41 3.37

* Values presented as mean, ± S.D. and (n).
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Comparison of Effects of D20 and THC on Sodium Channels

D20 THC

Ionic Currents

activation + ++

inactivation + ++

2° activation ?{as,
Tail Current

Slow +

IGating Currents I

QON . {::rrnediate

Slow

{

Fast
QOFF

Slow

*After chloramine-T treatment

+

+
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Figure 1 Voltage clamp electrodes and circuit. Schematic diagram of electrode

arrangements and voltage clamp circuit. Amplifiers #1, 2 and 3 are voltage recording,

#4 is the control amplifier, and #5 is for current recording. Symbols used are: Vm

transmembrane potential; 1m, membrane current; and Vh' holding potential.

Figure from Shrager, P. 1974. Ionic conductance changes in voltage clamped crayfish

axons at low pH. J. Gen. Physiol. 64:666-690. Figure 1.
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Figure 2 Location of biological resistors associated with the axon membrane and sur

rounding Schwann cell layer. The internal and external fluid resistances are not

significant contributors to Rs• The major source of series resistance lies within the

Schwann cell clefts (regions between Schwann cells). The true membrane voltage can-

not be directly measured. However, with adequate electronic series resistance compen-

sation, the measured clamp potential closely represents the true membrane voltage.
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Figure 3 Simplified structural model of the axon and surrounding Schwann cells. Two

patches of axon membrane are shown that are isolated from each other by a resistance

owing to the F-H space. The magnitude of this resistance is dependent upon the

osmotic gradient across the axon membrane.

Figure from Stimers, J. R., F. Bezanilla, and R. E. Taylor. 1986. Sodium channel gat

ing currents. Origin of the rising phase. J. Gen. Physiol. 89:521-540. Figure 6.
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Figure 4 Changes in series resistance compensation affect gating current, capacity current and clamp rise
time.

Panel A: Gating currents from the same axon recorded using different levels of R, compensation. Trace a,
10; b, 9; c, 8; d, 7; e, 5; j, 0 Q.cm2. Total gating charge integrated over a 2 ms period was, in trace a, 43;
b, 43; c, 44; d, 44; e, 44 andj, 44 nC/cm2. Holding potential was -120 mY; test potential, 0 mY.

Panel B: Capacity currents for a 40 mV P/3 control voltage step, recorded at the same R, compensation lev
els as in Panel A. Voltage step from -180 to -140 mV; traces labelled as above. The slow capacity current
component appears as a plateau at times greater than 60 to 80 IlS.

Panel C: Integrated fast capacity transients indicate rate of rise of clamp voltage. Slow components were
subtracted after integration of the traces from Panel B. Traces were then normalized to facilitate comparison
of rates. Errors in maximum charge did not exceed ± 5% prior to normalization. Only traces a and fare
labelled here; intervening traces appear in alphabetical order. Membrane capacitance was calculated as 1.1
IlF/cm2 in this axon. All data is from axon 871217. '
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Figure 5 Absence of kinetic distortion following reduction in sodium current magni

tude. Sodium currents were recorded at 0 mV test potential with series resistance com

pensation set for 10 Q.cm2• Reduction in current magnitude (current trace a) was

achieved in (A) by shifting hold from -100 to -85 mV and in (B) by lowering external

sodium concentration from 50 to 25 roM at a holding potential of -100 mY. Reduced

current a was scaled (identified as current trace b) to permit kinetic comparison with

the larger current shown as trace c. (C) comparison of sodium current kinetics at 0

mV (a) and -5 mV (b) demonstrates that a 5 mV error from improper series resistance

compensation can be readily detected. Currents scaled to th~ same peak magnitude to

illustrate the amount of kinetic distortion that would occur if improper series resistance

compensation resulted in an error of 5 mY. A and B, nonpronased axon 052583: 50

and 25 Na MVH //230 Cs; C, nonpfonased axon 042583, 50 Na MVH II 230 Cs 10

Na.

Figure from Starkus, J. G., S. T. Heggeness and M. D. Rayner. 1984. Kinetic analysis

of sodium channel block by internal methylene blue in pronased crayfish giant axons.

Biophys. J. 46:205-218. Figure 1.
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Figure 6 Invasion artifacts distort ionic current waveform. The inactivation component of INa

is distorted by "notching" as a result of invading current into the space clamp region. The

membrane was depolarized to -60 mY. Holding potential was -120 mY. Data from axon

891222, (0 Na II 25 Na).
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Figure 7 Direct summation of comparable hyperpolarizing and depolarizing pulses

results in complete subtraction of linear capacity and leakage current in crayfish axons.

In A, membrane currents associated with voltage steps from -200 to -150 mV (a) and

-150 to -200 mV (b). A slow component of capacity current is identified in these

records by the arrow. In B, summation of the positive and negative pulses demon

strates the accuracy of the method and linearity of the membrane preparation. Data

from axon 022885, (0 Na MVH II 230 TMA).

Figure from Heggeness, S. T., and J. G. Starkus. 1986. Saxitoxin and tetrodotoxin.

Electrostatic effects on sodium channel gating current in crayfish axons. Biophys. J.

49:629-643. Figure 1.
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Figure 8 Signal-averaged capacity currents associated with test depolarizations to 0

mV and control pulses of equal magnitude. A, Superimposition of test (P) and control

(PIn) capacity currents. B, The foot of the falling phase for the capacity current tran

sients. C, Asymmetry current obtained by subtracting control current from test current.

Data from axon 010881, (0.5 4AP, 1 K II 100 ITX 205 Na), holding potential at -105

mV.

Figure from Starkus, J. G., B. D. Fellmeth, and M. D. Rayner. 1981. Gating currents

in the intact crayfish giant axon. Biophys. J. 35:521-533. Figure 4.
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Figure 9 Molecular structure of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol. ~1 H30 02' M. W.

314.45.

Figure from Razdan, Raj K. 1986. Structure-activity relationships in cannabinoids. The

American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics. Figure 1.



FIGURE 10 D20 slows INa activation without affecting tail current or gating current. (A)

Activation (at -20 mY) and deactivation (at -80 mY) of sodium currents before (trace a),

during (trace b), and after (trace c) internal D20 perfusion. Traces in D20 are scaled to match

peak INa in H20 for comparison of kinetic changes. Holding potential was -120 mY. Data

from axon 890726, (D20, 20 Na II H20, 50 Na). (B) ON and OFF gating current at

-20 mV before (trace a) and during (trace b) external D20 perfusion. Holding potential,

-120 mY. Data from axon 881115, (0 Na II D20, TTX, 0 Na).
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FIGURE 11 Gating currents are relatively insensitive to D20. Gating currents and

corresponding integrations at 0 mV before (traces a) and during (traces b) internal (panel A)

and external (panel B) D20 perfusion. Integration of these gating current traces over a 2 ms

period gives the following total gating charge movements: panel A, trace a, 38; b, 37 nC/cm2,

and panel B, trace a, 31; b, 32 nC/cm2• Holding potential, -120 mY. Data represented are

from axons 890726, (020, 20 Na II TTX, 50 Na), panel A, and 881118, (0 Na II D20 , TTX,

oNa), panel B.
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FIGURE 12 INa activation and inactivation kinetics are slowed by D20. Ionic currents before

(traces a) and during external D20 perfusion (traces b) are compared for voltages of -20 mY

(panel A), 0 mY (panel B) and +20 mY (panel C). D20 records (traces b) have been

recorded with a higher external sodium concentration and then scaled to account for reduction

in peak current magnitude. Holding potential, -120 mY. All data are from axon 881122,

(0 Na /I 50 Na) in H20 and (0 Na II D20, 100 Na) in D20.
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FIGURE 13 The rates of the fast and slow components of sodium channel tail current are not

affected by D20. Tail currents at -80 mV following a depolarizing pulse of +20 mV for

1 ms are shown before (traces a) and during external D20 perfusion (traces b). Data traces

correspond to the continuous line of the pulse pattern insert shown in panel A. (A) D20 trace

has been scaled, such that the slow components overlie, to aid visual comparison of the rates.

(B) Records from panel A were rescaled to the same peak tail current magnitude to compare

the rates of the fast components. Holding potential, -120 mY. All data are from axon

881122, (0 Na II 50 Na) in H20 and (0 Na II D20, 100 Na) in D20.
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FIGURE 14 0 20 does not affect the relative magnitude of the prepulse-induced "Cole

Moore-type" shifts in channel activation. (A) Ionic current at 0 mV in H20 and °2°.
Traces were not scaled to illustrate the D20-induced slowing of activation and inactivation

kinetics and the decrease in sodium conductance. Holding potential, -120 mY. Ionic current

at 0 mV in H20 (panel B) and D20 (panel C) following a single pulse (traces a) and a 5 ms

prepulse to -65 mV (traces b). Current records resulting from the prepulse (traces b) were

scaled to peak current magnitude of the single pulse record (traces a) for comparison of the

"Cole-Moore-type" shifts in channel activation. The "Cole-Moore-type" shifts are 20 us for

H20 in (B) and 32 us for 0 20 in (C), but the ratio ~ tlh I tlh (single pulse) is not altered by

solvent substitution (see Table 4). All data are from axon 880928b, (20 Na II 80 Na) in H20

and (20 Na II 020' 100 Na) in D20 .
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FIGURE 15 D20 slows sodium channel activation kinetics after removal of fast inactivation by 10 mM

chloramine-T. Ionic current with inactivation intact at 0 mV before (trace a) and during internal D20 perfu

sion (trace b). Holding potential, -120 mY. Ionic current at 0 mV before (trace c) and during internal D20

perfusion (trace d) after < 90% of fast inactivation was removed by prior treatment with 10 mM

chloramine-To Holding potential, -90 mY. All records were scaled to approximately 1 mA/cm2 current

magnitude for comparison of activation kinetics. All data from axon 890608, (D20, 20 Na II 75 Na).
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FIGURE 16 Double pulse protocol (Oxford, 1981) reveals a component of activation which

turns on very rapidly with almost monoexponential kinetics. (A) Ionic current at 0 mV fol

lowing a control single pulse (trace a) and a double pulse interrupted by a 50 us return to

holding potential (trace b). (B) Ionic current at 0 mV following a control single pulse (trace

a) and a double pulse interrupted by a 400 Jls interpulse interval (trace b). For comparison of

activation kinetics the single pulse (traces a, A and B) is superimposed on the INa record asso

ciated with the second pulse of a double pulse protocol (traces b, A and B). See pulse insert.

Holding potential, -90 mV. Records were obtained following treatment with 10 roM

chloramine-To All data from axon 890608, (020,20 Na II 75 Na).
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FIGURE 17 secondary activation is insensitive to the slowing effects of D20. Ionic current

at 0 mV before and during internal D20 perfusion are shown following a double pulse proto

col with interpulse intervals of 50 us (panel A) and 400 us (panel B). Traces in H20 and

D20 are superimposed in Panels A and B to facilitate comparison of activation kinetics.

Holding potential, -90 mV. Records were obtained following treatment with 10 mM

chloramine-To All data from axon 890608, (D20, 20 Na II 75 Na).
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Figure 18 INa activation and inactivation kinetics are slowed by THC. Ionic currents before

(traces a) and after :internal (1 mM) THC perfusion (traces b) are compared for voltages of

-20 mY (A), 0 mY (B), and +20 mY (C). THC records (traces b) have been recorded with a

higher external sodium concentration and then scaled to account for reduction in peak current

magnitude. Holding potential, -120 mY. All data are from axon 900105b, (0 Na II 100 Na)

in control and (0 Na if 1 THC, 200 Na) in THC.
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Figure 19 THC exposure produces no obvious shift in voltage dependence. (A) Peak inward

current before (open circles) and after (solid circles) THC perfusion. Peak inward current is

reduced by THC, and the maximum occurs at 0 mV for both control and THC curves. (B)

Peak sodium conductance before (open circles) and after (solid circles) THC perfusion. The

THC curve has been rescaled to coincide with the control curve. (C) Slope factors before

(open circles) and after THC perfusion (solid circles) measured as the natural log (In) of the

tlA-activation versus the: membrane potential. Holding potential, -120 mY. Data presented in

panels A and B are from axon 9OO105b, (0 Na II 100 Na) in control and (0 Na /,/ 1 THC,2oo

Na) in THC. Data in panel C from axon 900104, (0 Na II 50 Na) in control and (0 Na II 1

THC, 200 Na) in ~lIC.
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Figure 20 Gating currents are sensitive to mc. Panel A ON gating currents and correspond

ing integrations at 0 mV before (traces a) and after (traces b) mc perfusion. Panel B OFF

gating currents and corresponding integrations at 0 mV before (traces a) and after (traces b)

mc perfusion. Gating current records after mc exposure (traces b in panels A and B) have

been scaled to control (traces a) by matching the peak amplitudes of the integration records.

Integration of these gating current traces over a 4-ms period gives the following total gating

charge movements: (A) trace a, 27; b, 20 nC/cm2, (B) trace a, 19; b, 9 nC/cm2• Panel C

QON(Vm) curves before (open circles) and after (solid circles) mc exposure. Holding poten

tial, -120 mY. Dat, represented are from axons 900131, (0 Na II 0 Na, TTX) in control and

(0 Na IlONa, 0.5 rae, TTX) in rae, panels A and B, and axon 900126 (0 Na IlONa,

STX) in control and (0 Na IlONa, 0.1 THC, STX) in THC, panel C.
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Figure 21 The rates of the fast and slow components of sodium channel tail current are

differentially affected by THC. Tail currents at -80 mV after a depolarizing pulse of 0 mV

for 3 ms are shown before (traces a) and after THC perfusion (traces b). Data traces

correspond to the continuous line of the pulse pattern insert shown in each panel. (A)

Records were scaled to the same peak tail current magnitude to compare the rates of the fast

components. (B) THC trace has been scaled, in an attempt to overlie the slow components, to

aid visual comparison of the rates. Holding potential, -120 mY. Records were obtained after

treatment with 10 roM chloramine-To All data are from axon 900130, (0 Na 1150 Na) in con

trol and (0 Na II 100 Na, 0.5 THC) in THC.
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Figure 22 Is secondary activation affected by THC? Ionic current at -20 mV before and after

internal THC perfusion are shown after a. double-pulse protocol with interpulse intervals of 50

/ls (A and B) and 400 us (C). Traces in control and THC are superimposed in A, B and C to

facilitate comparison of activation kinetics. B Records from A are rescaled to permit com

parison of the rates of secondary activation. Data traces in B correspond to the continuous

line of the pulse pattern shown in the insert. Holding potential, -120 mY. Records were

obtained after treatment with 5 mM chloramine-To All data from axon 900117, (0 Na II 50

N:Jl) in control and (0 Na II 50 Na, 1 THe) in THC.
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